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The portrait collection and program, II

Theodore W. Bossert

The first volume of Huntia, published in April 1964, reported under the same heading as above (pp. 174-191), the effort of this library to assemble a collection of portraits of plantmen, doing so on a continuing basis. This was followed by a complete inventory of its portrait holdings, as of 1 August 1963, which at that date included the likenesses of 1,153 persons. It is mentioned there that additions to the collection would be accounted for in subsequent volumes of Huntia.

Since 1 August 1963, and to 31 December 1964, portraits of 2,068 additional personalities in botanical and horticultural fields have been added to this collection. Additions for this period follow.

The information accompanying the name is that described in Huntia 1: 175-176, with the following additional point, that names reported in the earlier volume of Huntia (identified below by an asterisk) are repeated in this supplementary listing only to correct or to supplement data contained in the earlier list.

The entries after each name in the listing provide the following information: (1) year of birth (and of death where applicable) in parentheses, (2) the country of subject’s primary activity or where he is presently located, (3) the medium, or type of likeness (i.e., engraving, photograph), and (4) the number of likenesses in each medium, given in parentheses.

Abbreviations used are as follows:

- Copy—Photo copy, followed by dash and abbreviation of the original medium (e.g., Copy- engr—photo of an engraving).
- Dag—daguerreotype
- Drwg—drawing
- Engr—engraving
- Lith—lithograph
- Phot—photograph
- Pntg—painting

The rapid expansion of this collection could not have been achieved without the hearty interest, cooperation, and often generosity of many
individuals, museums, libraries, educational institutions, botanical and horticultural organizations and societies. This assistance is greatly appreciated and the acknowledgement and gratitude of The Hunt Botanical Library is expressed to all individuals concerned.

Persons or institutions who have supplied a substantial number of the portraits listed below are:

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. W. A. Archer, Williamsburg, Va.
Francis Ballard, Chiswick, England
Miss May M. Blaine, Staten Island, N. Y.
Botanischer Garten und Museum, Berlin, Germany
British Museum (Natural History), London, England
Dr. Marion S. Cave, Berkeley, Calif.
Miss Alice M. Coats, Birmingham, England
Conservatoire de Botanique, Geneva, Switzerland
Dr. L. J. Gier, Liberty, Mo.
Dr. L. K. Henry, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dr. W. H. Hodge, Kensington, Md.
Dr. R. A. Howard, Cambridge, Mass.
Dr. J. P. Jessop, Pretoria, South Africa
Dr. Richard Kräusel, Frankfurt, Germany
Linnean Society, London, England
Dr. Gualterio Looser, Santiago, Chile
Dr. Rogers McVauagh, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dr. D. H. Nicolson, Washington, D.C.
Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, Scotland
Walter Singer, New York, N. Y.
Dr. F. A. Stafleu, Utrecht, Netherlands
Dr. R. F. Thorne, Claremont, Calif.
Dr. Hans Trass, Tartu, Estonian S.S.R.
Dr. E. H. Walker, Takoma, Md.

This library will continue this program with vigor, and the invitation is here repeated that readers (1) contribute portraits of botanists or horticulturists not now in the lists, (2) loan them for copying purposes, or (3) advise the writer of the location or availability of portraits which they believe should be included in this collection.
AARON, ISAAC M. (1904— ) USA, Phot
ABBAS-AL-ANI, HIKMAT (1938— ) Iraq, Phot
ABBE, ERIE ФЕДER VALENTINE (1919— ) USA, Phot
ABBE, ERNST CLEVELAND (1903— ) USA, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*
ABBOOTT, ISABELLA AHONA (1919— ) USA, Phot
ABBOOTT, MAXINE LANFORD (1915— ) USA, Phot
ABRAMS, LEROY (1874-1936) USA, Phot,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
ABROEMITT, JOHANNES (1837-1946) Germany,
Copy-phot
ACHARIUS, ERICK (1757-1819) Sweden, Copy-engr
ACOSTA, CHRISTOPHER (1509-1550) Portugal,
Copy-engr
ADAMS, CHARLES DENNIS (1920— ) Jamaica,
Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
ADAMS, GEORGE EDWARD (1874— ) USA, Phot
(with Mrs. Adams) (cf. Vol. 1)*
ADAMSON, ROBERT STEPHEN (1881— ) So. Africa,
Copy-phot (2—1 with Backalupi, R. C.)
ADANSON, JEAN-BAPTISTE (1732-1804) France, Engr
ADANSON, MICHEL (1727-1806) France, Drwg,
Copy-drwg, Engr (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
ADDICOT, ALICE ALICE BROWNING (1909— )
USA, Phot
ADERHOLD, RUDOLF (1865-1907) Germany,
Copy-phot
AELLEN, PAUL (1856— ) Switzerland, Phot,
Copy-phot
AGARDH, JAN GEORG (1813-1901) Sweden,
Copy-phot (3)
AGASSIZ, LOUIS (1807-1873) USA, Copy-phot (3)
AGHARKER, SHANKAR PURUSHOTTAM (1884-1966)
India, Copy-phot
AHBES, EILIS WILLIAM VON (1829-1908) Germany,
Copy-phot
AEHNER, STEN GUSTAF EDWARD (1905— )
Sweden, Phot
AHMADJIAN, VERNON (1936— ) USA, Phot
AIHT, TEUVO TAPIO (1934— ) Finland, Phot
AILMAN, JOHN MOLYNEUX (1893— ) USA, Phot
AINSWORTH, GEOFFREY CLough (1903— )
England, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
ALTHAMSON, EDWARD TERNER (1835-1898)
England, Copy-phot
ALTON, WILLIAM (1731-1793) England, Copy-lith (2)
AKIYAMA, SHIGEO (1906— ) Japan, Phot
ALAIN (BROTHERS)—see Liogler, Henri E.
ALAVA, REINO OLAVI (1913— ) Finland, Phot (2)
ALBERTI, MICHAEL (1682-1727) Germany,
Copy-lith
ALBERTSON, FRED WILLIAM (1892— ) USA,
Copy-phot
ALBRECHT, NICHOLAS MICHAEL WITCH (1866-1897)
Argentina, Copy-phot
Alekchin, Vasilii Vasilievich (1882-1946) Russia,
Copy-phot
ALEXANDROWICZ, JERZY (1819-1894) Poland,
Copy-phot
ALEHIER, SALVATORE A., JR. (1922— ) USA, Phot
AILGACHE, EMILE (1848-1925) France, Copy-phot
AILGACHE, STED IRTEFAQ (1930— ) India, Phot
AILHARD, HARRY ARDELL (1880-1961) USA,
Copy-phot
AILLEN, CAROLINE KATHERYN (1904— ) USA,
Phot (3) (cf. Vol. 1)*
AILLEN, CHARLES EMER (1872-1954) USA,
Copy-phot
AILLEN, ETHEL KULMAN (MRS. OSCAR N.) (1906— )
USA, Phot (2—1 with Allen, O. N.)
AILLEN, OSCAR NELSON (1905— ) USA, Phot
(2—1 with Allen, Ethel K.)
AILLEN, TIMOTHY FIELD (1837-1902) USA,
Copy-phot, Phot
AILSTON, RALPH EUGENE (1925— ) USA, Phot
AILTIMANO, FERNANDO (1830-1908) Mexico,
Copy-phot
AILVAREZ, MARIA TERESA (1897— ) Cuba, Phot
AILATEIS, EDMOND (1897— ) USA, Phot
AILARCHE, MARJORIE WOLFE (MISS HERBERT
RACKNOW) (1910— ) USA, Phot
ANDERSON, DENNIS ELMO (1914— ) USA, Phot
ANDERSON, EDGAR (1897— ) USA, Phot
(2—1 with Curtis, J. T.; 2 with Wittfogel, K. A.)
ANDERSON, EDWARD FREDERICK (1837— ) USA,
Phot
ANDERSON, FREDERICK WILLIAM (1866-1893) USA,
Copy-phot (3)
ANDERSON, LEWIS EDWARD (1912— ) USA, Phot
ANDERSON, LORAN C. (1926— ) USA, Phot
ANDERSON, WILLIAM A. (1906-1949) USA, Phot
ANDERSON, NILS JOHAN (1821-1880) Sweden,
Copy-phot (2)
ANDO, HISATOSUKE (1922— ) Japan, Phot
ANDRÉ, EDOUARD-FRANCOIS (1840-1911) France,
Copy-phot
ANDRESEN, JOHN WILLIAM (1917— ) USA, Phot
ANDREWS, CHARLES WILLIAM (1855-1924) England,
Copy-phot
ANDRZEJEWSKI, ANTONI LUKONOWICZ (1785-1888)
Poland, Copy-phot
ANGELY, JOSÉ (1907— ) Brazil, Phot

*Names reported also in Huitia 1: 174-191, 1964, included here to report additional data and corrections, are indicated by the notation: cf. Vol. 1.
ANZI, Martino (1812-1883) Italy, Copy-phot (2)  
APPEN, Otto (1867-1932) Germany, Copy-phot  
ARBER, Agnes Robertson (1879-1960) England, Copy-phot  
ARBER, Edward Alexander Newell (1870-1915) Wales, Copy-drwg  
ARCHER, William (1826-1874) Tasmania, Copy-phot  
ARCHER, William Andrew (1894- ) USA, Phot (5), Copy-phot  
ARDOINO, Honore J. B. (1839-1874) Italy, Copy-phot  
ARISCHOUG, Fredrik Wilhelm Christian (1809-1908) Sweden, Copy-phot  
ARISCHOUG, Johan Ehnhard (1814-1887) Sweden, Copy-phot  
ARGUAY, J. Muller (1828-1890) Germany, Copy-phot  
ARGUS, George William (1920- ) Canada, Phot  
ARMOUR, Robert Paul (1921- ) Honduras, Phot (2-4 with Chable, A.)  
ARNELL, Hampus Wilhelm (1848-1933) Sweden, Copy-phot  
ARNOLD, Chester Arthur (1904- ) USA, Phot  
ARNOTT, George Arnold Walker (1799-1868) Scotland, Copy-phot  
ARNOTT, Howard Joseph (1920- ) USA, Phot  
ARTHUR, Joseph Charles (1870-1942) USA, Copy-phot  
AZEEZ, (Miss) Tova (Mrs. J. Weinstein) (1918- ) Israel, Phot  
ASCHERSON, Paul Friedrich August (1834-1913) Germany, Copy-phot (4)  
ASHIDA, Joji (1905- ) Japan, Phot  
ASHTON, Peter Shaw (1914- ) England, Phot  
ASHTON, (Miss) Ruth Elizabeth (Mrs. Aven Nelson) (1886- ) USA, Phot  
ASTON, (Miss) Helen Isabel (1914- ) Australia, Phot (2-4 with Willis, E.)  
ATWELL, Charles Beach (1891-1937) USA, Copy-phot (2)  
AUBREVILLE, Andre (1897- ) France, Phot (with Mrs. Aubreville)  
AUSTIN, Alan Percival (1932- ) Canada, Phot  
AUSTIN, C. E. Finch (1931-1930) USA, Copy-phot  
AVERT, George Sherman, Jr. (1903- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*  
AYMOUNIN, Gerard Gut (1934- ) France, Phot  
AZARA, Felix d’ (1746-1811) Spain, Copy-engr  
BAB, Sango (1925- ) Japan, Phot (2)  
BARCOCK, Henry Homes (1821-1881) USA, Copy-phot  
BARRINGTON, Charles Cardale (1808-1891) England, Copy-phot (2)  
BARRINGTON, Churchill (1821-1889) England, Copy-phot
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BANKS, Joseph (1743-1820) England, Copy-pntg, Copy-drwg (cf. Vol. 1)*

BARBARY, Hermouides (Ermouleo Barbaro) (1444-1491) Italy, Copy-wdtc, Copy-engr

BARETT, William (1842-1914) Switzerland, Copy-phot

BARENEA, MARIANO (1842-1899) Mexico, Copy-phot

BARKER, Arthur S. (1912- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

BARKER, Harriet George (1807- ) USA, Phot

BARDEANAS, Eliseo A. (1917- ) Philippines, Phot

BARKER, (Miss) WINSOME F. (1907- ) So. Africa, Phot

BARKLEY, Fred Alexander (1908- ) Iraq, Phot (3)

BARKLEY, Theodor Mitchell (1934- ) USA, Phot

BARKLY, Henry (1815-1859) England, Copy-phot

BARKOUH, Yousef Ibrahim (1933- ) Syria, Phot (2)

BARDSLEY, Alma Whiffen (1906- ) USA, Phot

BARLOWE, Dorothea (Mrs. Sy) (1926- ) USA, Phot

BARLOWE, Sy (1925- ) USA, Phot

BARRETT, Rupert Charles (1911- ) USA, Phot

BARNES, CHARLES REID (1856-1910) USA, Copy-phot (2)

BARNETT, Euphemia Cowan (1860- ) Scotland, Phot (with Lady Baden-Powell)

BARNHART, John Hendley (1871-1949) USA, Copy-phot

BARR, Richard (1847-1907) England, Copy-phot

BARRATT, (Miss) Mary Franklin (1879- ) USA, Copy-phot

BARRINGTON, Richard Maniffe (1849-1915) Ireland, Copy-phot

BARROSO, Graziella Maciel (1912- ) Brazil, Phot

BAXIS, Howard Phillips (1853- ) USA, Copy-phot


BARTLING, Friedrich Gottlieb (1799-1870) Germany, Copy-phot

BAVAM, Edwin Bunting (1878-1964) USA, Phot

BAZ, Harry, Antonin D' (1881-1888) Germany, Copy-phot (3)

BASSETT, George William (1871-1932) USA, Copy-phot

BATEMAN, James (1811-1897) England, Copy-phot

BATES, Henry Walter (1825-1892) England, Copy-lith

BATKO, Stanislaw Albert Anthony Benedict (1904- ) England, Copy-phot

BATTAGLIA, Emilio (1917- ) Italy, Phot

BATTERS, Edward Arthur Lionel (1860-1907) England, Copy-phot

BAUHIN, Caspar (Gaspard) (1560-1624) Switzerland, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

BAXTER, Dow Watler (1894- ) USA, Copy-phot (with Bartelett, H. H.)*

BAXTER, Robert Wilson (1947- ) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

BAXTER, William (1787-1877) England, Copy-engr

BREDE, Nobel CHARLES WILLIAM (1914- ) Australia, Phot

BEELE, Ernest OSCAR (1957- ) USA, Phot

BEELE, William James (1833-1924) USA, Copy-phot (2)

BEEMAN, John Homer (1879- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

BEARD, John Stanley (1916- ) Australia, Phot

BEATON, Gordon William (1911- ) Australia, Phot (2 with Willis, J. H.)*

BEAUDRY, Jean R OMBAUD (1917- ) Canada, Phot

BEEDE, Michael Schuck (1833-1881) USA, Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*

BECCARE, Odoardo (1843-1920) Italy, Copy-phot

BECK, Charles BYERLEY (1927- ) USA, Phot

BECKER, Alexander (1835-1901) Russia, Copy-phot

BECKER, Herman Frederick (1907- ) USA, Phot (2)

BEEDE, Francis Lyman (1914- ) Canada, Phot

BEEDE, William Hadden (1849-1910) England, Copy-phot

BEDE, Alan Ackerman (1913- ) USA, Phot

BEKTOV, Andrei Nikolajewich (1825-1902) USSR, Copy-phot

BÉLANGER, Charles Paulus (1809-1881) France, Copy-phot

BELL, CLYDE RITCHIE (1921- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

BELL, Hugh Philip (1889- ) Canada, Copy-phot

BELL, Peter R. (1920- ) England, Phot

BELLEVAL, Pierre RICHARD (1555-1621) France, Copy-engr

BELL, Carlo Saverio (1851-1915) Italy, Copy-phot

BENBOW, John (1824-1908) England, Copy-phot

BENEDICT, Ralph Curtiss (1883- ) USA, Copy-phot

BENJAMIN, Chester Ray (1923- ) USA, Phot

BENJAMIN, Richard Keith (1922- ) USA, Phot

BENKE, Hermann Conrad (1869-1946) USA, Copy-phot

BENNIEF, Alfred William (1833-1902) England, Copy-phot (3)

BENNIEF, John Joseph (1801-1876) England, Copy-phot

BENNINGHOFF, William Shiffer (1848- ) USA, Phot

BENSON, Lyman David (1906- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BENSON, MARY FOLEY (1905--) USA, Phot
BENTHAM, GEORGE (1800–1884) England, Phot
BENTLEY, ROBERT (1821–1893) England, Copy-phot
BERDAU, FELIX (1826–1895) Poland, Copy-phot
BERG, ROEL YNGVAR (1925– ) USA, Phot
BERGMANS, JOHANNES BAPTISTA (JOHN) (1892– ) Netherlands, Phot
BERKELEY, MILES JOSEPH (1903–1989) England, Phot
BERNATOWICZ, ALBERT JOHN (1920– ) USA, Phot
BERNUILLI, CARL GUSTAV (1834–1878) Switzerland, Copy-phot
BERRY, EDWARD WILSON (1879–1948) USA, Phot
BERRY, EDWARD WILLARD (1900– ) USA, Phot
BERTHELOT, SABIN (1794–1880) France, Copy-phot
BERTOLONI, ANTONIO (1775–1869) Italy, Copy-lith, Copy-phot
BERTOLONI, GIUSEPPE (1805–1878) Italy, Copy-phot
BESCHEL, ROLAND ERNEST (1828– ) Canada, Phot
BESSER, WHIELSAI S. I. G. (1844–1842) Poland, Copy-phot
BESSET, CHARLES EDWIN (1845–1915) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BESSET, ENST ATHEARN (1877–1937) USA, Copy-phot (2—1 with Mrs. Bessey) (cf. Vol. 1)*
BETZ, GEORGE NEWTON (1846–1926) USA, Copy-phot (2)
BAYER, ARTHUR FREDERICK (1922– ) USA, Phot
BHANDARI, MADAN MAL (1929– ) India, Phot
BIGELOW, JACOB (1787–1879) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BIGNON, JEAN-PAUL (1682–1743) France, Copy-pntg
BILLINGS, WILLIAM DWIGHT (1910– ) USA, Phot
BILLOT, PAUL-CONSTANT (1796–1863) Germany, Copy-lith
BISLER, AMBROSE CARL (1694–1747) Germany, Copy-lith
BISSET, PETER (1696– ) USA, Phot
BISTIS, GEORGE NICOLAS (1808– ) USA, Phot
BITTNER, GEORG (1873–1927) Germany, Copy-phot
BLACK, GEORGE ALEXANDER (1916–1937) Brazil, Copy-lith
BLACKBURN, KATHLEEN BEEVER (1892– ) England, Phot
BLAKE, JOSEPH (1844–1888) USA, Copy-phot
BLAKE, SYDNEY FAY (1892–1939) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BLAKE, STANLEY THATCHER (1900– ) Australia, Phot (2—1 with Everest, S)
BLAKESLEE, ALBERT FRANCIS (1874–1954) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BLANCHARD, KENNETH LEROT (1910– ) USA, Phot
BLANCHET, JACQUES SAMUEL (1860–1875) Brazil, Copy-phot
BLINKS, ANN HOF (MRS. LAWRENCE R.) (ca. 1905– ) USA, Phot
BLINKS, LAWRENCE ROGERS (1900– ) USA, Phot
BLOEK, FRANZISLAU (1837–1919) Poland, Copy-phot
BLOOM, HENRICK (1922– ) Venezuela, Phot
BLOMQVIST, HUGO LEANDER (1888–1964) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BLONSKI, FRANCISZEK (1867–1910) Poland, Copy-phot
BLOU, MAYBELLE (MRS. P.) (1906– ) USA, Phot
BLUM, JOHN LEO (1917– ) USA, Copy-phot
BLUNT, WILFRID (1900– ) England, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BYTTL, AXEL GUNDER (1843–1898) Norway, Copy-phot (3)
BYTTL, MATTHIAS NUMSEN (1789–1862) Norway, Copy-phot
BOAS, FRIEDRICH (1886– ) Germany, Copy-phot
BOBART, JACOB (1599–1682) Germany, Engr (cf. Vol. 1)*
BOCHER, TYGWE WITTROCK (1889– ) Denmark, Phot
BOCK, HIERONYMUS (HIERONYMUS TRAGUS) (1398–1354) Germany, Copy-engr
BODIS, HANS (1603– ) Germany, Phot
BODINE, JOSEPH HALL (1869–1934) USA, Copy-phot
BODMAN, SISTER MARY CECIILA (LOUISE BODMAN) (1909– ) USA, Phot
BOHIM, JOSEPH ANTON (1831–1893) Austria, Copy-phot
BOISSIER, EDMOND (1810–1885) Switzerland, Copy-phot (5)
BOIVAN, JOSEPH ROBERT BERNARD (1916– ) Canada, Phot
BOJLANDER, HENRY NICHOLAS (1841–1897) USA, Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
BOLD, HAROLD CHARLES (1909– ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BOLLE, KARL (CHARLES) (1521–1500) Germany, Copy-phot
BOLUS, FRANK (1870–1945) So. Africa, Copy-phot
BOLUS, HARRY (1834–1901) England, Copy-phot (5)
BOMMER, JEAN-EDOUARD (1859–1905) Belgium, Copy-phot
BONAI, LEE (1891– ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BOND, LORA (1907– ) USA, Phot
BONNER, FRANCIS EDMOND BRADLAUGH (1915– ) Switzerland, Copy-phot
BONNET, LEONARD (1720–1799) Switzerland, Copy-engr (cf. Vol. 1)*
BONGARD, ALMÉ-JACQUES-ALEXANDRE (1773–1838) Argentina, Copy-engr
BOODT, ANSALME BEEZE DE (1590–1632) Belgium, Copy-engr
BOOTH, Colin (1924- ) England, Phot
BOK, Norman Loftus (1893- ) England, Phot
(of Vol. 1)*
BORCH, Olaus von (Olaus Borrichius) (1626-1690)
Denmark, Copy-engr (2)
BOREAU, Alexandre (1803-1879) France,
Copy-phot
BORGE, Oscar Fredrik (1862-1938) Sweden,
Copy-phot
BORGESEN, Frederik Christian Emil (1866-1956)
Denmark, Copy-phot (2)
BOENEMANN, Johann Georg (1834-1896) Germany,
Copy-phot
BORNET, Jean-Baptiste-Edouard (1828-1901)
France, Copy-phot, Copy-engr
BORNMULLER, Joseph Friedrich Nicolaus
(1862-1948) Germany, Copy-phot
BORODIN, Johann (1834-1893) USSR, Copy-phot
BORKIL, Martin (1924- ) Wales, Phot
BORSCHOV, Ilya Grigorievich (1833-1878)
USSR, Copy-half-tone
BOSKUM WAALKES, Jan van (1922- ) Netherlands, Phot
BOZZA, Alexander (1887- ) Rumania,
Copy-phot
BOSWELL, Victor Rickman (1900- ) USA, Phot
BOSWELL-SYME, John Thomas Irvine (1872-1888)
Scotland, Copy-phot
BOUÉ, Ami (1794-1858) Austria, Copy-phot
BÖRGEHAY, Arthur Stanley (1917- ) USA,
Pennsylvania, Frahm-Leliveld, J. A.
BOULLOU, Loubert (1932- ) Egypt, Phot (2)
(of Vol. 1)*
BOURCHIER, Robert James (1927- ) Canada, Phot
BOURGEAT, Eugène (1833-1877) France,
Copy-phot (2)
BOUSSINGAULT, Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Deodat
(1802-1887) France, Copy-phot
BOWER, Frederick Oren (1833-1948) England,
Copy-phot (2)
BOWLES, Edward Augustus (1865-1934) USA,
Phot (4) (of Vol. 1)*
BOYD, Ivan Louis (1904- ) USA, Copy-phot
BRAEHN, Nina Fiot (Mrs. H. P.) (1890- ) USA, Phot
BRADFORD, Frederick Charles (1887-1930) USA,
Phot
BRADLEY, Muriel Virginia (1908- ) USA, Phot
BRAGGNER, Wendell Hugh (1910- ) USA,
Copy-phot
BRANIDER, Ezra (1844-1924) USA, Copy-phot
BRAITHWAITE, Robert (1824-1917) England,
Copy-phot (2)
BRANDEGEE, Townsend Stith (1843-1925) USA,
Copy-phot (2) (of Vol. 1)*
BRANDES, Elmer Walker (1891- ) USA, Phot
BRANDT, Max (1884-1914) Germany, Copy-phot
BRANDZ, Dimitrie (1846-1895) Rumania,
Copy-phot
BRANNON, Melvin Amos (1865- ) USA,
Copy-phot
BRASS, Leonard John (1906- ) Australia,
Copy-phot
BRASSAI, Samuel von (1897-1957) Hungary,
Copy-phot
BRAUN, Alexander Carl Heinrich (1805-1877)
Germany, Copy-phot (3)
BRAUN, Emma Lucy (1889- ) USA, Phot
(2-1 with Danserea, P.)
BRAVO-OLLAS, Hélio (1904- ) Mexico, Phot
BREY, François-Gabriel von (1765-1812)
Germany, Copy-lith
BREDERMANN, Gustav (1880- ) Germany,
Copy-phot
BREETEN, Ruth Schornheist (1905- ) USA,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BREFIELD, Oscar (1839-1925) Germany, Phot
BREHM, Bertram George, Jr. (1926- ) USA,
Phot
BREMERKAMP, Cornelis Elisa Bertus (1888-
) Netherlands, Phot
BRENAN, John P. M. (1917- ) England, Phot (2)
BRENDEL, Frederick (1826-1912) USA,
Copy-phot (2)
BRETSCHNEIDER, Emil (1863-1900) Russia,
Copy-phot
BREUDEL, Johann Christian (1788-1875)
Germany, Copy-phot
BREWER, William Henry (1828-1901) USA,
Copy-phot
BRECKEL, Christopher David (1913- ) England, Phot
BRIDGES, Thomas (1807-1855) USA, Copy-phot
BRIEGER, Friedrich Gustav (1900- ) Brazil,
Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BRIGGS, (Miss) Barbara Gillian (1934- )
Australia, Phot
BRIGGS, Thomas Richard Archer (1824-1891)
England, Copy-phot
BRIGHTON, Jeremiah Bernard (1835-1894) USA,
Copy-phot
BRIQUET, John Isaac (1835-1913) Switzerland,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Brito Teixeira, Joaquim Martinho Lobes de
(1917- ) W. Africa, Phot (2-1 with
Roche de Torre, A.)
BRITT, Robert Franklin (1929- ) USA, Phot
BRITTEN, James (1845-1914) England, Copy-phot
BROADWAY, Walter Elías (1863-1935) Trinidad,
Copy-phot
BRODO, Irwin Murray (1935- ) USA, Phot
BRONGNIART, Adolphe-Théodore (1804-1876) France, Copy-phot
BRONGNIART, Charles-Jules-Eadme (1819-1899) France, Copy-phot
BROOME, Christopher Edmund (1812-1866) England, Copy-phot
BROSSE, Guy de la (X-1641) France, Copy-engl
Brottero, Felix de Avellar (1744-1828) Portugal, Copy-engl
BROTHERUS, Victor Ferdinand (1849-1929) Finland, Copy-phot (2)
BRUGHTON, Jacqueline Patman (1916- ) USA, Phot
BROWN, Addison (1830-1913) USA, Copy-phot
BROWN, Clair Alan (1903- ) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BROWN, Nicholas Edward (1849-1934) England, Copy-phot (2
BROWN, Richard McPike (1926- ) USA, Phot
BROWN, Spencer Wharton (1918- ) USA, Phot
BROWN, Stewartson (1806-1871) USA, Copy-phot (5)
BROWNE, Edward Tankard, Jr. (1926- ) USA, Phot
BROWNING, Harold William (1893- ) USA, Copy-phot
BROUG, Richard Kenneth (1917- ) England, Phot
BRUNEL, Jules (1905- ) Canada, Copy-phot (2)
BRUNNER, Samuel (1790-1844) Switzerland, Copy-pnmg
BUCHENAU, Franz Georg Phillip (1811-1906) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
BUCHHEIM, Arno Fritz Günther (1924- ) USA, Phot
BUCHOZZ, John Theodore (1888-1951) USA, Phot (2)
BUCHEINGER, Jean Daniel (1805-1888) Germany, Copy-phot
BUCHMANN, Günther (1923- ) Germany, Phot
BUCHWALD, Konrad (1914- ) Germany, Phot (with Schwabe, W.)
BUCHWALD, Niels Fabritius (1898- ) Denmark, Phot
BUDDENHAGEN, Ivan William (1910- ) Honduras, Phot
BUDDER, Johannes (1854- ) Germany, Copy-phot
BUEK, Heinrich Wilhelm (1796-1879) Germany, Copy-phot
BUNNING, Albert Frederik Hendrik (1901- ) Netherlands, Phot
BULLOCK, Arthur Allen (1906- ) England, Phot (2)
BUNGEN, Alexander de (1803-1890) Estonia, Copy-phot (3)
BURBIDGE, Nancy Tyson (1912- ) Australia, Phot (with Phillips, Marie
BURCHELL, William John (1781-1861) England, Copy-engr
BURCHARD, Joseph Heinrich (1625-1735) Germany, Copy-engr
BUREAU, Edouard (1830-1918) France, Copy-phot
BÖREN, Albert von (1791-1874) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
BURGER, William Cari (1912- ) Ethiopia, Phot (2)
BURKART, Arturo Fehard (1906- ) Argentina, Phot (2)
BURKHOLDER, Walter Hagemeyer (1891- ) USA, Copy-phot
BURKILL, Isaac Henry (1870- ) England, Copy-phot
BURLENGAME, Leonas Lancelot (1876-1930) USA, Copy-phot (2)
BURMAN, Johannes (1796-1779) Netherlands, Copy-engr (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
BURNAT, Emile (1828-1920) Switzerland, Copy-phot
BURNAHAM, Stewart Henry (1870-1943) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
BURNS, George Plumer (1871-1915) USA, Copy-phot
BURNS, George W. (1913- ) USA, Phot
BURRITT, Karl Ewald Maximilian (1855-1935) Brazil, Copy-phot, Copy-drawg
BURRILL THOMAS JONATHAN (1819-1916) USA, Copy-phot
BURROWS, Elsie M. (1915- ) England, Copy-phot
BURTT, Brian L. (1915- ) Scotland, Phot
BUSBEQ, Ogier Ghislain de (1522-1592) France, Copy-engr
BUSTAMANTE Y SETIÉM, Miguel (1790-1844) Mexico, Copy-pnmg
BUXBAUM, Franz (1900- ) Austria, Phot, Copy-phot
BUYSSON, Robert du (1857-1913) France, Copy-lith
CARRERA, Ange Lulio (1906- ) Argentina, Phot, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
CAIN, Roy Franklin (1906- ) Canada, Copy-phot
CALDESI, Luigi (1821-1884) Italy, Copy-phot
CALDWELL, Otis William (1869-1947) USA, Copy-phot
CALKINS, William Wirt (1842-1914) USA, Copy-phot
CALLIER, Alexis (1850-1925) , Copy-phot
CAMERARIUS, Joachim II (1534-1598) Germany, Copy-wdct, Copy-engr (cf. Vol. 1)*
Clemens, Mary Knaft Strong (1873– )
Australia, Copy-phot (2)

Clemens, Frederic Edward (1874–1945) USA,
Copy-phot

Clinton, George Perkins (1897–1937) USA,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

Clinton, George William (1807–1889) USA,
Copy-phot

Cloz, Dominique (1824–1908) France, Copy-phot

Coats, (Miss) Alice Margaret (1895– )
England, Phot

Cocke, Elton Cromwell (1901– ) USA, Phot

Cockereell, Theodore Drew Alison (1866–1948)
USA, Copy-phot, Copy-drwg

Coemans, Eugene-Henri-Lucien-Gaetan
(1825–1874) Belgium, Copy-phot

Cogniaux, Alfred Celestin (1844–1916) Belgium,
Copy-phot (2)

Cohn, Ferdinand Julius (1828–1908) Germany,
Copy-phot (2)

Coker, William Chambers (1872–1955) USA,
Copy-phot

Colladon, Louis Theodor Frederic (1792–1862)
Switzerland, Copy-phot

Collins, Frank Shipley (1848–1920) USA,
Copy-phot (2)

Collinson, Peter (1694–1768) England, Lith
(cf. Vol. 1)*

Cohen, Solomon Mendel (1816–1901) Spain,
Copy-phot, Copy-etching

Comber, Thomas Radcliffe (1837–1902) England,
Copy-phot (2)

Comes, Orazio (1848–1921) Italy, Copy-phot

Compton, Henry (1621–1715) England,
Copy-drwg, Copy-engr

Conard, Henry Shoemaker (1874– ) USA,
Copy-phot (1— with Mrs. Conard)

Condit, Isa Judson (1833– ) USA, Phot

Conger, Paul Sidney (1897– ) USA, Phot (2)

Connel, Joseph H. (1923– ) USA, Phot
(with Womerson, J. S.)

Constance, Lincoln (1909– ) USA, Phot (2)
(cf. Vol. 1)*

Conti, Pasquale (1574–1596) Switzerland,
Copy-phot

Cook, Orator Fuller (1869–1949) USA, Phot (2)

Cook, Stanton Arnold (1929– ) USA, Phot

Cook, Mordecai Cubitt (1825–1914) England,
Copy-phot (2)

Cook, William Bridge (1808– ) USA, Phot

Cooper, Arthur Wells (1911– ) USA, Phot

Cooper, James Graham (1890–1902) USA,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

Cooper, Thomas (1819–1943) England, Copy-phot

Cooper-Rider, Tom Smith (1877– ) USA,
Copy-phot

Copeland, Edwin Bingham (1873–1964) USA,
Copy-phot, Phot (2)

Copeland, Herbert Faulkner (1902– ) USA,
Phot (2)

Corbett, Lee Cleveland (1867– ) USA, Phot (2)

Cordus, Valerius (1512–1544) Italy,
Copy-engr (2)

Cox, Earl Lemley (1902– ) USA, Phot (2)

Corner, Edred John Henry (1906– ) England,
Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*

Correll, Donovan Stewart (1908– ) USA,
Phot (3—4 with Lundell, C. S.) (cf. Vol. 1)*

Cureton, Henry (1854–1939) Switzerland,
Copy-phot

Cusandey, Florian (1897– ) Switzerland, Phot
(with Jaeg, O.)

Cusson, Ernest Saint-Charles (1819–1889)
France, Copy-phot

Cutton, Arthur Disbrowe (1879–1962) England,
Phot, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

Cutton, Edwin Charles (1878– ) USA, Phot

Couch, John Nathaniel (1896– ) USA, Phot

Coultier, John Merle (1881–1928) USA,
Copy-phot (3), Copy-drwg

Courtois, Richard Joseph (1866–1935) Belgium,
Copy-engr

Coville, Frederick Vernon (1887–1937) USA, Phot

Cowan, Richard Summer (1921– ) USA, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*

Cowles, Henry Chandler (1869–1939) USA,
Copy-phot, Copy-drwg

Craft, James Harvey (1914– ) USA, Phot

Cragin, Francis Whitemore (1857–1937) USA,
Copy-phot

Craig, William Grant (1882–1931) Scotland,
Copy-phot

Craig-Christie, Alexander (1843–1914) Scotland,
Copy-phot

Craighead, Frank Cooper (1890– ) USA, Phot

Cramer, Carl Eduard (1831–1901) Switzerland,
Copy-phot

Cratty, Robert Irwin (1835–1940) USA,
Copy-phot

Creach, John Lewis (1920– ) USA, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*

Crepin, Francois (1830–1903) Belgium,
Copy-phot

Crist, Frank (1843–1918) England, Copy-phot

Cristobal, (Miss) Carmen Leila (1912– )
Argentina, Phot

Cristofolini, Giovannii (1939– ) Italy, Phot

Crockier, William (1874–1950) USA, Copy-phot

Croquiquet, Arthur John (1919– ) USA, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*

Crum, Howard Alvin (1922– ) Canada,
Copy-phot

Cupodontis, Georg (1896– ) Austria, Phot
(with White, F.)

Culberson, Chichita Frances (Mrs. W. L.)
(1931– ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
DUFOUR, Luigi (1830-1901) Italy, Copy-phot
DUGGAR, Benjamin Mingey (1872-1906) USA,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
DUGGER, Willie Mack, Jr. (1918- ) USA, Phot
DUGLE, Janet Rogge (Mrs. David L.) (1934- )
Canada, Phot
DUKE, James A. (1929- ) USA, Phot
DUKE, Peggy-Ann Kessler (1931- ) USA, Phot
DULL, Rudolph (1934- ) Germany, Phot
DUMÉRIL, André-Marie-Constant (1774-1860)
France, Copy-phot
DUMÉRIL, Auguste (1812-1879) France,
Copy-phot
DÜMMER, Richard Arnold (1887-1922) So. Africa,
Copy-phot
DUMONT D’URVILLE, Jules-Sébastien-César
(1790-1842) France, Copy-phot
DU MORTIER, Barthélemy Charles Joseph
(1797-1878) Belgium, Copy-phot
DUNCAN, Wilbur Howard (1910- ) USA,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
DUNLAP, Vining Campbell (1893- ) USA,
Phot
DUNN, David Baxter (1917- ) USA, Phot
DUPRAT, (Mme.) Gabrielle (1898- ) France,
Phot
DURAN, Ruben (1924- ) USA, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*
DURAND, Elias (Elle) Magloire (1794-1873)
USA, Copy-phot
DURAND, Théophile (1835-1912) Belgium,
Copy-phot
DU Rietz, Gustaf Einar (1895- ) Sweden,
Copy-phot
DURIÉ DE MAISONNEUVE, Michel-Charles
(1797-1878) France, Copy-phot (3)
DUSÉN, Karl Fredrik (1849-1919) Sweden,
Copy-phot
DUTHEIL, John Fermin (1845-1922) England,
Copy-phot
DUVAL-JOUVE, Joseph (1850-1883) France,
Copy-phot
Dwyer, John Duncan (1915- ) USA,
Copy-phot, Phot
Dylak, Jan (1833-1928) Poland, Copy-phot
Dykowski, Wladyslaw (1839-1916) Poland,
Copy-phot
Dyer, Robert Allen (1900- ) So. Africa,
Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Dyer, William Turner Thistleton— see
Thistleton-Dyer, William Turner
EAST, Edward Murray (1879-1938) USA,
Copy-phot (2)
EASTWOOD, (Miss) Alice (1899-1931) USA,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
EATON, Daniel Cady (1834-1895) USA,
Copy-phot (4)
Fechner, Gustav Theodor (1801-1887) Germany, Copy-phot
Feder, Friedrich Karl Georg (1813-1847) Germany, Copy-phot
Fedtschenko, Oiga Alexandrowna (1846-1921) Russia, Copy-phot
Féref, Antoines-Laurént-Apollinaire (1789-1874) France, Copy-phot
Felix, Charles Jeffrey (1921- ) USA, Phot
Fendler, Augustus (1813-1885) USA, Copy-phot (2)
Fenzl, Eduard (1808-1879) Austria, Copy-phot, Copy-lith
Ferguson, Margaret Clay (1863- ) USA, Copy-phot
Fernald, Merritt Lyndon (1871-1936) USA, Phot
(with Robinson, B. L.), Copy-phot
(4-1 with Wiegand, K.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Ferris, Rosana Judkins Stinchfield
(Mrs. Gordon F.) (1895- ) USA, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*
Field, Otto (1850- ) Germany, Copy-phot
Field, David Vincent (1931- ) England, Phot
Figari, Antonio (1884-1870) Italy, Copy-phot
Fink, Bruce (1861-1927) USA, Copy-phot
Fioreni-Mazzanti, Elisabetta (1790-1879) Italy, Copy-phot
Firbas, Franz (1902- ) Germany, Copy-phot
Fischer, Cecile Ernest Claude (1874-1936) England, Phot
Fischer, Ludwig (1828-1907) Switzerland, Copy-phot (2)
Fischer-Ooster, Karl von (1807-1875) Switzerland, Copy-phot
Fischer von Waldheim, Alexander Aleksandrovic
(1839-1920) Russia, Copy-phot
Field, T. Richard (1921- ) USA, Phot
Fitch, Walter Hood (1817-1892) England, Copy-phot
Fitting, Johannes (1877- ) Germany, Copy-phot
Flagg, Raymond Osbourn (1933- ) USA, Phot
Flahault, Charles-Henri-Marie (1832-1935) France, Copy-phot
Flanagan, Henry Georges (1894-1919) So. Africa, Copy-phot
Fleming, Mary Elizabeth S. (1910- ) USA, Phot
Flich, Paul-Henri-Marie-Thérèse-André
(1856-1908) France, Copy-phot
Flint, Lewis Herrick (1932- ) USA, Copy-phot
Florin, Carl Rudolf (1894- ) Sweden, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*
Flöke, Heinrich Gustav (1764-1835) Germany, Copy-phot
Flory, Walter S., Jr. (1907- ) USA, Phot
Flowers, Seville (1900- ) USA, Phot
Flückiger, Friedrich August (1824-1894)
Switzerland, Copy-phot (2)
Fogg, John Milton, Jr. (1898- ) USA, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*
 Forbes, Edward (1815-1854) Scotland, Copy-lith
Forbes, Francis Blackwell (1839-1908) USA, Copy-drug
Ford, Ernest Sidney (1904- ) USA, Phot
Ford, David Charles (1929- ) USA, Phot
Forman, Lewis Leonard (1929- ) England, Phot
Forman, Richard T. T. (1935- ) USA, Phot
Forrest, George (1872-1952) China, Copy-phot
Forster, Friedrich (1865-1948) Germany, Copy-phot
Forster, Johann Reinhold (1720-1798) Germany,
Copy-engr (cf. Vol. 1)*
Forsyth, William (1737-1804) Scotland, Engr
Forte, Robert (1813-1886) Scotland, Copy-phot (2)
Foster, Francis Raymond (1909- ) USA, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*
Foster, Adrian Sherwood (1901- ) USA,
Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Foster, Laura Louise James (Mrs. H. L.) (1905- ) USA, Phot
Fournier, Eugène-Pierre-Nicolas (1834-1884)
France, Copy-phot (2)
Fox, William Basil (1915-1939) USA, Phot (2)
Fox-Strangways, William Thomas Horner
(1795-1865) England, Copy-lith
Fraile, Johanna Adolphina Leifeld
(Mrs. E. D. G.) (1902- ) Netherlands, Phot
(with Bougey, A. S.)
Fraser, John (1750-1811) Scotland, Copy-engr,
Copy-lith
Fraser, John (1824-1835) Scotland, Copy-phot
Frazier, John Carroll (1900- ) USA, Phot
Frederick, William Heisler, Jr. (1926- ) USA, Phot
Freer, Ruskin Skidmore (1884- ) USA, Phot
French, George Hazen (1844-1935) USA,
Copy-phot
Fretz, Clayton Detweiler (1844-1926) USA,
Copy-phot
Frey-Wyssling, Albert Friedrich (1900- )
Germany, Copy-phot
Frey, Josef Franz (1845-1903) Austria,
Copy-phot
Freytag, George Frederick (1828- )
Honduras, Phot (2)
Friedrichs, Johann Arnold (1677-1672)
Germany, Copy-engr
Friedmann, Imre (1921- ) Israel, Copy-phot
Fries, Elias Magnus (1794-1878) Sweden,
Copy-phot (5)
Fries, Theodore (Thore) Magnus (1832-1913)
Sweden, Copy-phot (3)
Fritsch, Karl (1864-1934) Austria, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Frois, Ricardo De Lemos (1894- ) Brazil, Copy-phot
Frost, Charles Christopher (1865-1880) USA, Copy-phot (4)
Fry, Edward (1827-1885) England, Copy-phot
Fryer, Alfred (1826-1912) England, Copy-phot (2)
Fuchs, Leonhart (1508-1566) Germany, Engr. (5), Lith (cf. Vol. 1)*
Fujii, Kenjiro (1866-1912) Japan, Phot
Fulford, (Miss) Margaret Hannah (1904- ) USA, Phot, Copy-phot
Fuller, George Damon (1869- ) USA, Copy-phot (2)
Fuller, Melvin Stuart (1911- ) USA, Phot
Funk, Georg (1886- ) Germany, Copy-phot
Gaede, Henri Maurice (1796-1834) Germany, Copy-engr
Gaertner, Carl Friedrich (1772-1834) Germany, Copy-lith
Gaertner, Joseph (1733-1791) Germany, Copy-phot
Galloway, Beverly Thomas (1893-1918) USA, Phot (4), Copy-phot
Galpin, Ernest Edward (1838-1941) So. Africa, Copy-phot
Gams, Helmut (1893- ) Austria, Phot
Gandoger, Michel (1859-1926) France, Copy-phot
Garcke, Friedrich August (1819-1884) Germany, Copy-phot (5)
Gardner, Charles Austin (1896- ) Australia, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Garner, Jasper Henry Barendoll (1921- ) USA, Phot
Garner, Wightman Wells (1875-1956) USA, Phot
Garovaglio, Santo (1805-1882) Italy, Copy-phot
Gasca Y Seguro, Mariano De La (1776-1839) Spain, Copy-phot
Gasparini, Gugliemo (1804-1866) Italy, Copy-phot
Gattinger, Augustin (1823-1903) USA, Copy-phot
Gauckler, Konrad (1896- ) Germany, Copy-phot
Gaudin, Jean-François-Aimé-Théophile-Philippe (1766-1835) Switzerland, Copy-phot
Guider, Wendell Lee (1917- ) USA, Phot
Gmillmann, Ernst (1893-1963) Switzerland, Copy-phot
Gautier, Gaston (1841-1911) France, Copy-phot
GOETHE, JOHANN WOLFGANG VON (1749-1832) Germany, Lith, Copy-phot
GOLDBERG, AARON (1917- ) USA, Phot
GOODALE, GEORGE LINCOLN (1839-1925) USA, Copy-phot
GOODMAN, GEORG JONES (1904- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)¹
GOODSPEED, THOMAS HARPER (1857- ) USA, Phot
GÖPPERT, HEINRICH ROBERT (1892-1954) Germany, Copy-phot, Copy-phot
GORDIKOV, BORIS NIKOLAEVIC (1890-1953) USSR, Copy-phot
GORSZKI, STANISLAW BATTI (1862-1864) Poland, Copy-phot
GOSSE, HENRI-ALBERT (1753-1816) Switzerland, Copy-phot
GOUAN, ANTOINE (1733-1821) France, Copy-engr
GOULD, FRANK WATSON (1913- ) USA, Phot (2)
GRAELIS, MARIANO DE LA PAZ (1809-1898) Spain, Copy-phot
GRAHAM, ROBERT (1789-1845) Scotland, Copy-lith (3)
GRAY, VERNE EDWIN (1897- ) USA, Phot
GRAY, WILLIAM FREDERICK (1724- ) Copy-phot
GRAY, ARTHUR HARMOUNT (1879-1962) USA, Copy-phot
GRAY, ASA (1801-1862) USA, Phot (1)
GRAY, MARY EMMA (MRS. J. H. E.) (1873-1876) England, Copy-phot
GREEN, PETER SHAW (1910- ) USA, Phot
GREENE, EDWARD LEE (1845-1915) USA, Copy-dag, Phot (4), Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)¹
GREENE, STANLEY W. (1912- ) England, Phot
GREENSPAN, JESSE MORE (1887-1931) USA, Copy-phot (2)
GREENWALD, PERCY J. (1897- ) E. Africa, Phot, Copy-phot
GREGORIT, EMILY L. (1841-1897) USA, Copy-phot
GRENIER, JEAN-CHARLES-MARIE (1808-1873) France, Copy-phot
GREULACH, VICTOR AUGUST (1896- ) USA, Phot
GREVILLE, ROBERT KAYE (1794-1850) Scotland, Phot (2)
GRIESSON, MARY ANDERSON (1912- ) England, Phot (2)
GRIGGIE, EUGENE (1903- ) USA, Phot
GRIGGS, ROBERT FISKE (1881-1962) USA, Copy-phot (2- with Mrs. Griggs)
GRISBAECH, HEINRICH RUDOLPH AUGUST (1814-1879) Germany, Copy-phot
GRISETT, RALPH E. (1894- ) USA, Phot
GROUXT, ABEL JOEL (1867-1947) USA, Copy-phot
GUEST, EVAN R. (1902- ) Iraq, Phot (2)
GUELDSINUS (WIELAND), MELCHOR (1520-1587) Italy, Copy-engr
GUINEA, EMILIO (1907- ) Spain, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)¹
GÖSOW, HANS THEODOR (1879-1953) Canada, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)¹
GUTHEINICH, HEINRICH JOSEPH (1800-1880) Switzerland, Copy-phot
GUTHERIE, FRANCIS (1821-1899) S. Africa, Copy-phot
GUTWINSKI, ROMAN (1869-1932) Poland, Copy-phot
HABERLANDT, GOTTFRIED JOHANNES FRIEDRICH (1851-1931) Germany, Copy-phot
HADER, EDUARD (1859-1926) Austria, Phot, Copy-phot (4)
HAGEK, THADDEUS (fl. 1650) Bohemia, Copy-wdct
HAGENBORN, EUGEN FRIEDRICH (1840-1892) Germany, Copy-engr
HAGENFURUP, OLF (1889-1961) Denmark, Copy-phot
HAHNARD, ROBERT (1906- ) Switzerland, Phot
HALÉ, EUGÈNE VON (1842-1913) Austria, Copy-phot (2)
HALÉ, MASON ELLESWORTH, JR. (1928- ) USA, Phot (2)
HALL, STEPHEN (1677-1761) England, Copy-pntg (cf. Vol. 1)¹
HALL, ANTHONY VINCENT (1936- ) Egypt, S. Africa, Phot
HALL, ELIHU (1822-1854) USA, Copy-phot
HALL, GUSTAV WESLEY (1914- ) USA, Phot
HALL, HERMAN CHRISTIAN VAN (1801-1874) Netherlands, Copy-phot
HALL, MARION TRUFANT (1920- ) USA, Phot (2)
HALLER, ALBRECHT VON (1748-1777) Switzerland, Copy-pntg, Copy-engr (cf. Vol. 1)¹
HALLER, ISABELLE CLARA (1934- ) USA, Phot
HALLER, JOHN ROBERT (1910- ) USA, Phot
HALLIER, ERNST (1831-1894) Germany, Copy-phot
HALPERIN, MARCEL DELIA RABINOVIC (1916- ) Argentina, Phot
HAMILTON, WILLIAM JOHN, JR. (1902- ) USA, Copy-phot
HAMLIN, BRUCE GORDON (1929- ) New Zealand, Phot
HAM, GEORGE HOWARD (1883-1962) USA, Phot
HAMPE, GEORG ERNST LUDWIG (1795-1850) Germany, Copy-phot
HANBURG, CECIL (1874-1957) Italy, Copy-phot
HANCE, HENRY FLETCHER (1877-1886) China, Copy-phot
HANNA, G. DALLAS (1887- ) USA, Phot
HANSELA, DOROTHY ETHEL (1900- ) USA, Phot
HANSEN, CARL OLAV ERNST (1865- ) Denmark, Copy-phot
HANSEN, Harold Westergaard (1917— ) USA, Copy-phot
HARA, Hiroshi (1911— ) Japan, Copy-phot, Phot with Tuyama, T. (cf. Vol. 1)*
HARDIN, James Walker (1929— ) USA, Phot
HARFORD, William George Washington (1853-1911) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
HARIOT, Paul Auguste (1854-1917) France, Copy-phot
HARKNESS, Harvey Wilson (1821-1901) USA, Copy-phot
HARLAN, Jack Rodney (1917— ) USA, Phot (3)
HARPER, Roland McMillan (1878— ) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
HARRINGTON, Harold David (1903— ) USA, Phot
HARSCHBARGER, Gretchen Fischer (Mrs. C.) (1906— ) USA, Phot
HARTE, Leonard Lee (1875— ) USA, Copy-phot
HARVEY, Rodney Beecher (1890-1945) USA, Copy-phot
HARVEY, William Henry (1881-1886) Ireland, Copy-lith (cf. Vol. 1)*
HARVILLE, Alton McCaleer, Jr. (1916— ) USA, Copy-phot
HASSEN, (Miss) Anne (1940— ) Canada, Phot
HASKIAR, Justus Karl (1814-1894) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
HASLER, Mrs. Gerald L.— see Miss Mildred E. Mathias
HASTINGS, George Tracy (1875-1964) USA, Phot
HAUSKNETH, Heinrich Karl (1838-1903) Germany, Copy-phot (1)
HAVAS, Paavo Johannes (1929— ) Finland, Phot
HAYDEN, (Miss) Ada (1884-1950) USA, Copy-phot
HAYNADEL, Stephan Franz Ludwig (1816-1891) Hungary, Copy-phot
HAYNE, Friedrich Gottlob (1763-1832) Germany, Copy-lith
HAYWARD, Alan Christopher (1912— ) England, Phot
HAZEN, Tracy Elliott (1874-1945) USA, Copy-phot (2)
HEALD, Frederick DeForest (1872-1954) USA, Copy-phot
HECKARD, Lawrence Ray (1923— ) USA, Phot
HEDBERG, Carl Olov (1923— ) Sweden, Phot
HEDGCOCK, George Grant (1869-1946) USA, Copy-phot
HEDGE, Ian C. (1925— ) Scotland, Phot
HEDWIG, Johann (1739-1799) Germany, Copy-engr
HEER, W. A. van (1925— ) Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
HEER, Oswald (1869-1883) Switzerland, Copy-phot (3)
HEGELMAIER, Christoph Friedrich (1835-1906) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
HEILBORN, Otto (1892-1941) Sweden, Copy-phot
HEIM, Roger (1900— ) France, Phot (2)
HEIMSKICH, Charles W. (1914— ) USA, Phot (2)
HEINRICHELM, Emil Johann Lambert (1856-1934) Austria, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
HEISTER, Lorenz (Laurentius Heisterbus) (1681-1778) Germany, Copy-engr
HEIDRICHER, Theodore Heinrich Hermann von (1822-1902) Greece, Copy-phot (4)
HEIMHOLTZ, Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand (1821-1894) Germany, Copy-engr
HENNEBERT, Grégoire Laurent (1859— ) Belgium, Phot
HENNING, Ernst (1847-1929) Sweden, Copy-phot
HENON, Jacques-Louis (1802-1872) France, Copy-phot
HENRIQUES, Julio Augusto (1838-1872) Portugal, Copy-phot (2)
HENRY, Augustine (1837-1939) Ireland, Copy-phot
HENRY, LeRoy Kershaw (1905— ) USA, Phot
HERMANN, Frederick Joseph (1905— ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
HERMANN, Jean (1736-1800) France, Copy-engr (cf. Vol. 1)*
HERNDON, Walter Roger, Jr. (1925— ) USA, Copy-phot
HERRE, Albert William Christian Theodor (1868-1962) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)
HERVEY, Annette (1919— ) USA, Phot (2)
HERZOG, Theodor (1858-1954) Germany, Copy-phot
HEUCHER, Johann Heinrich von (1677-1747) Germany, Copy-engr
HEURCK, Henri Ferdinand van (1839-1909) Belgium, Copy-phot
HEWITT, Sam Parker (1908— ) USA, Copy-phot
HETLAND, Johann Christoff (1794-1856) Italy, Copy-phot (2)
HIBBERD, James Chirley (1823-1890) England, Copy-phot
HEIN, William Philip (1839-1922) England, Copy-phot
HEISET, William McKinely (1903— ) USA, Phot (2)
HILDEBRAND, Friedrich Hermann Gustav (1831-1915) Germany, Copy-phot
HILDEBRANDT, Johann Maria (1847-1881) Germany, Copy-phot
HILDERATH, Aubrey Clare (1893— ) USA, Phot
HILPERT, Frank Joseph (1920— ) USA, Phot
HITCHCOCK, Albert Speak (1851-1935) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
HOBKIRK, Charles Cordinson Pressick (1837-1902) England, Copy-phot
HOCHSTETTER, Christian Ferdinand von (1878-1872) Germany, Copy-phot
HODGE, Mrs. Charles IV—see Miss Ruth Patrick
Hodge, Walter Henricks (1912- ) USA, Phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Hoehe, Frederico Carlos (1882-1959) Brazil, Copy-phot
Hofmeister, Wilhelm Friedrich Benedict (1824-1877) Germany, Copy-phot
Hogg, Thomas (1829-1892) USA, Copy-engr
Hohencarck, Rudolph Friedrich (1798-1874) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
Holcroft, Robert Staxnor (1808-1892) England, Copy-lith
Holaday, Harriett McDonald (Mrs. Henry T.) (1907- ) USA, Phot
Hollenberg, George Jacob (1887- ) USA, Phot
Hollick, Charles Arthur (1837-1933) USA, Copy-phot (2), Phot
Holm, Carl L. (1921- ) Sweden, Phot
Holm, Richard William (1839- ) USA, Phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Holmes, Francis William (1829- ) USA, Phot
Holmgren, Arthur H. (1892- ) USA, Phot
Holte, Karl Emmert (1915- ) USA, Phot
Holttum, Richard Eric (1895- ) England, Phot (2)
Hofstad, Edward Willet Diodran (1853-1923) USA, Copy-phot
Hommerson, Max Hoyt (1906- ) USA, Phot
Hood, Mary Victoria (Mrs. Alexander W.) (1901- ) USA, Phot
Hooker, Henry Daggett (1892- ) USA, Copy-phot
Hooker, Joseph Dalton (1817-1911) England, Phot (3), Copy-engr (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Hooker, William Jackson (1785-1865) England, Phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Hooper, (Miss) Sheila S. (1925- ) England, Phot
Hopkins, Thomas (1735-1841) Ireland, Copy-engr
Hort, Fenton John Anthony (1828-1892) Ireland, Copy-phot
Horton, James Heathman (1911- ) USA, Phot
Hosack, David (1759-1835) USA, Copy-engr (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Hotechris, Arland Tellowson (1918- ) USA, Phot
Hottest, Alfred Carl (1891-1933) USA, Copy-phot (2)
Howard, John Eliot (1807-1855) England, Copy-phot
Howard, Leland Ossian (1857-1909) USA, Phot
Howard, Richard Alden (1917- ) USA, Phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Howitt, Marshall Avery (1857-1916) USA, Copy-phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Howell, John Thomas (1903- ) USA, Phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Howlett, Freeman Smith (1900- ) USA, Phot
Hoyle, Arthur C. (1905- ) England, Phot
Htr, Hsien-Hsu (1894- ) China, Copy-phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Huber, Hans (1919- ) Switzerland, Phot
Huber, Jacques E. (1887-1934) Brazil, Copy-lith
Hubener, Abraham L. (1866-1970) USA, Copy-phot (3)
Huber, Francis Maurice (1929- ) USA, Phot
Huert du Pavillon, Alfred (1829-1907) Switzerland, Copy-phot
Hulbert, Lloyd Clair (1918- ) USA, Phot, Copy-phot
Hultén, Eric Oskar Gunnar (1894- ) Sweden, Copy-phot (2) (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Humboldt, Friedrich Heinrich Alexander von (1767-1839) Germany, Copy-phot (2) (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Hunnewell, Horatio Hollis (1810-1902) USA, Phot (with Sargent, C. S.)
Hunt, David Richard (1938- ) England, Phot
Hunt, Rachel McMasters Miller (Mrs. Roy A.) (1882-1963) USA, Phot (6) (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Huntley, Victoria Hutson (Mrs. R.) (1900- ) USA, Phot
Hutton, William Philip (1839-1929) England, Copy-phot
Hutter, Rupert (1854-1919) Austria, Copy-phot (2)
Huxley, Thomas Henry (1825-1895) England, Copy-phot
Hyland, Howard Lewis (1907- ) USA, Phot (2)
Ibrahim, Mustafa Kamal (1927- ) Egypt, Phot
Ichida, Jann Paulette (Mrs. Allan A.) (1941- ) USA, Phot
Ikuno, Seitaro (1866-1944) Japan, Copy-phot
Ikuts, Hugo (1882-1952) USA, Phot
Iwasaki, Rokuya (1904- ) Japan, Phot
Ingenhousz, Johannes (1730-1799) England, Copy-engr (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Ingram, John William, Jr. (1924- ) USA, Copy-phot
Inzenga, Giuseppe (1813-1887) Italy, Copy-phot
Irvine, David Edward Guthrie (1924- ) USA, Copy-phot
Irwin, Howard Samuel, Jr. (1928- ) USA, Phot (2)
Isaac, William Edwyn (1805- ) Kenya, Phot (with Mrs. Isaac)
Isely, Duane (1918- ) USA, Copy-phot, Phot (2-1 with Pohl, R. W.)
Ishikawa, Mitsuaru (1884- ) Japan, Phot
Iwatsuki, Kunio (1914- ) Japan, Phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Iwatsuki, Zennosuke (1929- ) Japan, Copy-phot
KILICK, DONALD JOSEPH BOOMER (1826- )
So. Africa, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
KILLIP, ELLSWORTH PAINE (1890- ) USA,
Copy-phot
KING, GEORGE (1840-1909) India, Copy-phot
KING, THOMAS (1834-1896) Scotland, Copy-phot
KINGDON-WARD, FRANK (1835-1923) England,
Copy-phot
KIPFIST, RICHARD (1812-1882) England, Copy-phot
KIRK, THOMAS (1828-1898) New Zealand,
Copy-phot
KIRK, JOSEPH EDWARD (1872-1935) USA,
Copy-phot
KIRSCHHLEGER, FRÉDÉRIC (1804-1869) France,
Copy-phot
KITAMURA, ISO (1906- ) Japan, Copy-phot
KLINE, WHORTEN ALBERT (1854-1946) USA,
Copy-phot
KLINSKAM, ERNST FERDINAND (1794-1885)
Poland, Copy-phot
KLOTZEL, FRANK ARNOLD (1914-) Switzerland,
Phot
KLUL, KAZYSZTOF (1739-1796) Poland, Copy-phot
KNAUT, CHRISTIAN (1635-1694) Germany,
Copy-engr
KNEEBONE, WILLIAM ROBERT (1922- ) USA, Phot
KNEUCKER, JOHAN ANDREAS (1822-1906) Germany,
Copy-phot
KNIESKERN, PETER D. (1800-1877) USA, Copy-phot
KNIGHT, FRANCIS PHILLIP (1802- ) England, Phot
KNIGHT, THOMAS ANDREW (1759-1858) England,
Copy-lith
KNY, CARL IGNAZ LEOPOLD (1841-1916) Germany,
Copy-phot
KOCH, KARL HEINRICH EMIL (1809-1879)
Germany, Copy-phot, Copy-engr
KOCH, WILHELM DANIEL JOSEPH (1771-1840)
Germany, Copy-phot
KOCH, WILHELM JULIAN (1824- ) USA, Phot
KORJ, WALTER NORMAN (1895- ) USA,
Copy-phot
KORFFEN, ROBERT CARL (1931- ) USA, Phot
KOFORD, CHARLES ATWOOD (1865-1947) USA,
Copy-phot
KÖL, ERZSÉBET (1897- ) Hungary, Copy-phot
KÖRBEUTER, JOSEPH GOTTFRIED (1733-1806)
Germany, Copy-engr
KÖRBER, GUSTAV WILHELM (1827-1883) Poland,
Copy-phot
KÖRF, RICHARD PAUL (1929- ) USA, Phot
KÖRNIEC, FRIEDRICH AUGUST (1828-1908)
Germany, Copy-phot
KOSTER, MISS JOSEPHINE THÉRÈSE (1902- )
Netherlands, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
KOSTERMANS, ANDRÉ JOSEPH GUILLAUME HENRI
(ACHMAD JANJA KOST) (1907- ) Indonesia,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
KOTOWSKI, FELIX (1895-1929) Poland, Copy-phot
KOTSCHE, CARL GEORG THEODOR (1813-1896)
Austria, Copy-phot (2)
KOTULA, BOLESŁAW (1849-1892) Poland,
Copy-phot
KOUTZE, CARL ERNST OTTO (1843-1907)
Germany, Copy-phot
KOYAMA, TETSUO (1931- ) Japan, Phot (2)
KRALEK, JEAN-Louis (1813-1892) France, Copy-phot
KRAMER, CHARLES LAWRENCE (1828- ) USA, Phot
KRAUS, GREGOR (1841-1915) Germany, Copy-phot
KROUSE, RICHARD (1890- ) Germany, Phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*
KRIEGER, LOUIS CHARLES CHRISTOPHER (1873-1949)
USA, Copy-phot
KRUFOFF, BORIS ALEXANDER (1898- ) USA,
Phot (2)
KUCYNIK, JAMES (1919-1965) Canada,
Copy-phot (2)
KUEKENTHAL, GEORG (1864-1955) Germany,
Copy-phot (2)
KUIJT, JOB (1930- ) Canada, Phot
KUNTH, KARL SIGISMUND (1788-1836) Germany,
Copy-phot
KUNTZE, CARL ERNST OTTO (1843-1907) Italy,
Copy-phot
KUPIALA-ÄHYVENNIEMI, SIRKKA LISA (1927- )
Finland, Phot
KUSNETZOW, NIKOLAI IVANOVTCH (1864-1912)
USSR, Copy-phot
K武HOS, DONALD WILLIAM (1875- ) USA, Phot
KYLIN, JOHAN HARALD (1679-1949) Sweden,
Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
LAGGER, FRANÇOIS-JOSEPH (1802-1877)
Switzerland, Copy-phot
LAKELA, OLGA KORHONEN (1890- ) USA, Phot (2)
LAM, HERMAN JOHANNES (1892- ) Netherlands,
Phot, Copy-drwg
LAMARCK, JEAN-BAPTISTE-PIERRE-ANTOINE DE
MONTET (1744-1829) France, Copy-phot
(cf. Vol. 1)*
LAMBERT, JOHN (1619-1685) England, Copy-phot
LAMBSCH, ROBERT HENRY (1835-1885) USA,
Copy-phot
LANDACKE, PAUL HAMBLETON (1893-1966) USA,
Phot
LANDOLT, ELIAS (1926- ) Switzerland, Phot
LANE, FRANKLIN CHARLES (1926- ) USA, Phot
LANE, JOHAN MARTIN CHRISTIAN (1818-1898)
Denmark, Copy-phot (2)
LANCE, THOMAS CHRISTIAN EDUARD (1806-1875)
Germany, Copy-phot
LANGLOIS, AUGUSTE BARTHELEMY (1832-1900) USA,
Copy-phot
LANKESTER, EDWIN (1844-1874) England,
Copy-phot
LAPCZYNSKI, KAZIMIERZ (1823-1892) Poland,
Copy-phot
Lapham, Increase Allen (1811-1871) USA, Copy-phot
Larsen, Kai (1926- ) Denmark, Phot (2)
Larson, Donald Alfred (1930- ) USA, Phot
Lathrop, Barbour (1845-1927) USA, Phot (with Fairchild, D. G.)
Latimer, Ira Sanders, Jr. (1930- ) USA, Phot
Lauener, Lucien A. (1918- ) Scotland, Phot
Launey, Georg Oscar Edmund (1926- ) England, Phot (2)
Lawes, John Bennett (1814-1900) England, Copy-pntg
Lawton, Elva (1896- ) USA, Copy-phot
Leeuwenberg, Antonius Josephus Maria (1910- ) Netherlands, Phot (2-1 with Getahun, A.)
Le Coq, Henri (1802-1871) France, Copy-lith
Le Gal, Marcelle I. F. (1895- ) France, Phot
Leggett, William Henry (1816-1882) USA, Copy-phot
Leiberg, John Bernhard (1853-1913) USA, Copy-phot (2)
Leidy, Joseph (1823-1890) USA, Copy-lith
Leighton, William Aitport (1805-1889) England, Copy-phot (2)
Leiner, Ludwig (1830-1901) Switzerland, Copy-phot
Leissner, Albert Arthur (1924- ) USA, Phot
Leistner, Otto Albrecht (1931- ) England, Phot
Leitger, Hubert (1835-1888) Austria, Copy-phot
Lejeune, Alexandre Ludwig Simon (1779-1838) Belgium, Copy-engr
Le Jolis, Auguste-François (1823-1904) France, Copy-phot (2)
Le Lileveld, (Miss) Johanna Adolphina— see Johanna Adolphina Leilveld Frahm
Le Mare, Robert Joseph (1921- ) USA, Copy-phot
Léman, Dominique Sébastien (1728-1829) France, Copy-engr
Lemmon, John Gill (1832-1908) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Lemmon, Sara Allen Plummer (Mrs. John G.) (1856-1923) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Lennormand, Sébastien-Réné (1796-1871) France, Copy-phot (3)
Lent, Roy William (1921- ) USA, Phot
Lenz, Lee Wayne (1946- ) USA, Phot
Leone, S. G. (1920- ) Belgium, Phot
Léon-Arcues, Jorge (1916- ) Peru, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Leppik, Einar Emil (1906- ) USA, Phot (2)
Leresche, Louis-François-Jules-Rudolph (1809-1888) Switzerland, Copy-phot
Lesins, Karlis A. (1906- ) Canada, Phot
Lesquereux, Leo (1866-1889) USA, Copy-phot (3) (cf. Vol. 1)*

LESTIBOUDOIS, Gaspard-Thémitocle (1797-1876) France, Copy-phot
Lettourneux, Aristide Horace (1820-1890) Algeria, Copy-phot
LeFt, Henry William (1838-1920) Ireland, Copy-phot
Léveillé, Auguste-Abel-Héctor (1863-1913) France, Copy-phot (2)
Levi, Emilio (1839-1911) Italy, Copy-phot (2)
Levin, Michael Howard (1916- ) USA, Phot
Levring, C. Tore C. (1913- ) Sweden, Copy-phot
Lewis, Frank Harlan (1819- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Lewis, John (1921- ) England, Phot
Lewis, Margaret Ruth Ensign (Mrs. F. Harlan) (1919- ) USA, Phot
Lewis, Meriwether (1774-1809) USA, Copy-etching
Lewis, Walter Hefworth (1819- ) USA, Phot
Levy, Augustin (1842-1911) England, Copy-phot
Li, Ching Chun (1912- ) USA, Phot
Li, Hoh-Lin (1911- ) Hong Kong (formerly USA), Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Libert, Marie-Anne (1782-1863) Belgium, Copy-lith
Liberty, Anthony Eugene (1933- ) USA, Phot
Libovich, Justus von (1803-1873) Germany, Copy-phot
Linberg, Harald (1871-1961) Sweden, Copy-phot
Linberg, Sextus Otto (1835-1889) Finland, Copy-phot
Linden, Jean-Jules (1847-1899) Belgium, Copy-phot (2)
Lindheimer, Ferdinand Jacob (1801-1879) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Lindley, John (1879-1886) England, Copy-pntg (cf. Vol. 1)*
Lindquist, Bertil (1924-1965) Sweden, Copy-phot
Lindsay, Robert (1846-1915) Scotland, Copy-phot
Lindsay, William Lauder (1829-1880) Scotland, Copy-dag
Logier, Henri E. (Brother Alain) (1916- ) USA, Phot (2)
Lippincott, James (1819-1883) USA, Copy-phot
Little, Elbert Luther (1907- ) USA, Phot
Liu, Tung-Shui (1911- ) Taiwan, Phot
Livingston, Luzerne Gould (1803- ) USA, Phot
Lloyd, Francis Ernest (1868-1947) Canada, Copy-phot (2)
Lobaczewski, Hyacinth (1835-1882) Poland, Copy-phot
Lochman, Charles (1821-1906) USA, Copy-phot
Lochner, Michael Friedrich (1662-1720) Germany, Copy-lith
Lodging, George (1874-1846) England, Copy-pntng
Lögering, William Querin (1912- ) USA, Phot
Lössner, Ludwig Eduard Theodor (1869-1941) Germany, Copy-phot
Loesch, Leopold (1869-1938) Germany, Copy-phot
Long, Albert George (1915- ) Scotland, Phot
Long, Robert William (1917- ) USA, Phot (2)
Loomis, Harold Frederick (1896- ) USA, Phot
(c.f. Vol. 1)*
Loomis, Walter Earl (1898- ) USA, Phot
Looser, Gualterino (1898- ) Chile, Phot
Lorentz, Paul Günther (1855-1981) Argentina, Copy-phot
Lotfy, John Paul (1867-1931) Netherlands, Copy-phot
Love, Askell (1916- ) Canada, Phot
(5-1 with Love, Doris; 1 with Fassett, N. C.)
Love, Doris (Mrs. A.) (1915- ) Canada, Phot
(2-2 with Love, A.)
Love, Joshua Lincoln (1905- ) USA, Phot
Lowry, Robert James (1912- ) USA, Phot
Lowt, Bernard (1916- ) Phot
Luebeck, John (1834-1913) England, Copy-phot
Lund, Peter Wilhelm (1904-1930) Denmark, Phot
Lundblad, Miss Anna Brigitta (1829- ) Sweden, Phot
Lundell, Cyril Longworth (1907- ) USA, Phot
(4-1 with Correll, D. S. (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Lutman, Benjamin Franklin (1879-1948) USA, Copy-phot
Lyell, Charles (1797-1875) England, Copy-engr
Lyman, George Richard (1871-1926) USA, Copy-phot
Lysons, Daniel (1762-1834) England, Copy-pntng
Ly-Tio-Fane, Marie-Madeleine (1828- ) Mauritius, Phot
Maatsch, Richard Franz Theodor (1904- ) Germany, Phot
MacBrian, P. (1890-1886) Australia, Copy-phot
MacBrige, James Francis (1892- ) USA, Copy-phot
MacBride, Thomas Huston (1848-1934) USA, Phot (2)
MacDougall, Daniel Trembly (1865-1918) USA, Copy-phot (3)
Macfarlane, John Muirhead (1855-1943) USA, Copy-phot (2)
MacIain, Leonard (1915- ) USA, Phot
Mackay, James Townsend (ca. 1775-1862) Ireland, Copy-lith
MacKeever, Frank C. (1902- ) USA, Phot (2)
MacLean, Alexander (1869-1848) Australia, Copy-engr
Macoun, John (1831-1920) Canada, Copy-phot
Macowan, Peter (1850-1909) So. Africa, Copy-phot
Macrae, (Miss) Ruth (1903- ) Canada, Phot
Mädler, Karl Albert (1902- ) Germany, Phot
Mädler, Karl (1907- ) Germany, Phot (2)
Magnol, Pierre (1655-1715) France, Copy-pntng
(c.f. Vol. 1)*
Magnus, Paul Wilhelm (1844-1914) Germany, Copy-phot (3)
Maguire, Bassett (1904- ) USA, Phot
(c.f. Vol. 1)*
Maheshwari, J. K. (1931- ) India, Phot
Mahler, William Fred (1930- ) USA, Phot
Maier, Knowles (1909- ) Australia, Phot
Maire, René (1878-1949) Algiers, Copy-phot (2)
Major, Jack (1917- ) USA, Phot
Makino, Tomitaro (1862-1937) Japan, Copy-phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Malaise, Constantin Henry Gerard Louis (1834-1916) Belgium, Copy-phot
Malato-Beliz, José Vicente Cordeiro (1920- ) Portugal, Phot
Malinverni, Alessio (1830-1887) Italy, Copy-phot (2)
Malt, Karl (1874-1931) Yugoslavia, Copy-phot
Manis, Wallace Eugene (1913- ) USA, Phot
Mann, Horace (1796-1859) USA, Copy-phot
Manning, Wayne Eyer (1899- ) USA, Phot (2)
Mansel-Plischke, John Clavell (1847-1902) England, Copy-phot
Manton, Irene (1904- ) England, Phot (2)
Manum, Svein Bendik (1926- ) Norway, Phot (2)
Manza, Artemio V. (1896-1964) Philippines, Phot
Mapp (Maffus), Marcus (1652-1701) France, Copy-etching
Marchiello d'Aymery, Alexandre (1839-1897) France, Copy-phot
Marchal, Élie (1839-1913) Belgium, Copy-phot
Margadant, Willem D. (1916- ) USA, Phot
(with Stannard, J. W.)
Maries, Charles (1902- ) India, Copy-etching
Markgraf, Friedrich (1897- ) Switzerland, Phot
Marloth, Hermann Wilhelm Rudolph (1835-1931) So. Africa, Copy-phot (2) (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Marquand, Cecil Victor Boyle (1897-1941) England, Phot
Marx, John Winton (1914- ) USA, Phot
Marx, Collette (1910- ) Spain, Phot
Martin, George (1825-1886) USA, Phot
Martin, George Willard (1886- ) USA, Copy-phot (c.f. Vol. 1)*
Martin, William Clarence (1921- ) USA, Phot
Martin, Isaac Comly (1842-1893) USA, Copy-phot (3)
MARTINEZ, MAXIMINO MARTINEZ (1888-1964) Mexico, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
MARTINS, CHARLES FRÉDÉRIC (1866-1899) France, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
MARTIUS, KARL FRIEDRICH PHILIPP VON (1794-1868) Germany, Copy-phot (3), Copy-lith (cf. Vol. 1)*
MASON, HERBERT LOUIS (1896- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
MASON, LUCIE ROUSH (MRS. HERBERT L.) (1896- ) USA, Phot (2)
MASEE, GEORGE EDWARD (1850-1917) England, Copy-phot
MASON, FRANCIS (1741-1805) Canada, Copy-pntg
MAST, SAMUEL OTTMAR (1871-1947) USA, Phot
COPY-phot
Masters, Maxwell Tyden (1833-1907) England, Copy-phot (2)
Mastick, Marian Francis (1925- ) USA, Phot (2)
Mathias, (Miss) Mildred Esther (Mrs. Gerald L. Hassler) (1906- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Matsumura, Yoshiharu (1906- ) Japan, Phot
MATTIROLO, Oreste (1836-1947) Italy, Copy-phot
MATUDA, HIJI (1894- ) Mexico, Phot.
(Cf. Vol. 1)*
Maurizio, ANNA MARIA (1900- ) Switzerland, Phot
Maximilian, ALEXANDER PHILIP (1782-1867) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
Maximowicz, Carl Johan Iwanowitj (1827-1891) Russia, Copy-phot (2)
Maxwell, Herbert Eustace (1845-1937) Scotland, Copy-phot
Mccallister, Frederick (1876-1949) USA, Copy-phot
McCaskill, (Miss) Billie June (1930- ) USA, Phot (with Tucker, J. M.)
McCINTOCK, Elizabeth May (1912- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
McCuller, Jerry Weldon (1933- ) USA, Phot
McDonald, James Clifton (1930- ) USA, Phot
McDougal, Walter Byron (1933- ) USA, Copy-phot
McEwen, Roderick (1932- ) England, Phot
McGinnis, Robert Cameron (1925- ) Canada, Phot
McKenzie, Malcolm Arthur (1903- ) USA, Phot
McMillan, Calvin (1922- ) USA, Phot
McMinn, Howard Earnest (1892-1963) USA, Copy-phot
McNab, William (1780-1848) Scotland, Copy-lith (2), Copy-phot
MeDELLIN-LEAL, FERNANDO EUGENIO (1896- ) Mexico, Phot
Mee, Margaret Ursula (1909- ) Brazil, Phot
Meehan, Thomas (1825-1900) USA, Copy-phot
Mehlquist, Gustav A. L. (1906- ) USA, Phot
Melnikov, Emilio PÉPE MICHAEL (1869-1957) USA, Copy-phot
Meissner, Carl Friedrich (1806-1875) Switzerland, Copy-phot
Melderis, Alexander (1909- ) England, Phot
Melilo Filho, Luiz Emidio de (1913- ) Brazil, Phot
Mendes, Eduardo José Santos Moreira (1924- ) Portugal, Phot
Menhusen, Bernadette Remus (1927- ) USA, Phot
Mennenga, Erik Albert (1923- ) Netherlands, Phot
Mentges, (Miss) Charlotte (1925- ) USA, Phot
Merrifield, Rebecca A. Boyer (1922- ) USA, Phot
Merrill, Elmer Drew (1876-1986) USA, Phot (2), Copy-phot (4) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Merrill, George Knox (1884-1927) USA, Phot
Mexmuller, Hermann (1920- ) Germany, Phot
Metcalfe, Charles Russell (1904- ) England, Phot (5-1 with Mrs. Metcalfe)
Mettenius, Georg Heinrich (1823-1866) Germany, Copy-phot
Meyer, Franz Julius Ferdinand (1804-1846) Germany, Copy-lith
Meyer, Arthur (1859-1927) Germany, Copy-phot
Meyer, Bernard Sanders (1905- ) USA, Phot
Meyers, Frank Nicholas (1873-1918) USA, Phot (5-1 with Fairchild, D. G.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Meyer, Frederick Gustav (1907- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Meyer, Theodore (1905- ) Argentina, Phot
Meyers, Samuel Phillip (1925- ) USA, Phot
Miez, Carl Christian (1866-1944) Germany, Copy-phot
Michaux, François-André (1770-1835) France, Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Mickel, John Thomas (1934- ) USA, Phot (2)
Mieczynski, Kazimierz (1868-1935) Poland, Copy-phot
Middleton, John Tyler (1912- ) USA, Phot
Miers, John (1789-1879) England, Copy-phot (3)
MiKi, Shigeru (1901- ) Japan, Phot
Mildebraed, Johannes (1879-1954) Germany, Copy-drwg
Milde, Carl August Julius (1824-1871) Austria, Copy-phot
Millar, John Randolph (1899- ) USA, Phot
Miller, Alvin Henry (1939- ) USA, Phot
Miller, Harvey Alfred (1928- ) USA, Phot (3)
Miller, Helena Agnes (1933- ) USA, Phot
Miller, Lee Wallace (1904- ) USA, Phot
MOORING, JOHN STUART (1925- ) USA, Copy-phot
MOQUIN-TANDON, CHRISTIAN-HORACE-BÉNÉDICT-ALFRED (1824-1865) France, Copy-phot
MORÁN, REID VENABLE (1916- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
MORE, ALEXANDER GOODMAN (1830-1895) Ireland, Copy-phot
MORETTI, GIUSEPPE (1752-1831) Italy, Copy-phot
MORIN, PYRENE LOUIS (x-1664) Switzerland, Copy-phot
MORIS, GIUSEPPE GIACINTO (1796-1869) Italy, Copy-phot
MORONG, THOMAS (1827-1894) USA, Copy-phot
MORRIS, CHARLES FRANÇOIS ANTOINE (1807-1858) Belgium, Copy-engr (3)
MORRIS, CHARLES JACQUES EDOUARD (1833-1886) Belgium, Copy-phot (3)
MORRISON, BENJAMIN YOE (1891- ) USA, Copy-phot, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
MORSE, WILLIAM JOSEPH (1884-1959) USA, Phot (2)
MORTON, CONRAD VERNON (1905- ) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
MOSLEY, MAYNARD FOWLE, JR. (1918- ) USA, Phot
MOSMUS, THEODORE (1912- ) Canada, Phot
MOSS, EZRA HENRY (1892-1963) Canada, Phot
MOTT, FREDERICK THOMSON (1825-1908) England, Copy-phot
MOTTET, DAVID MYERS (1864-1940) USA, Copy-phot
MOUGEOIT, JEAN-BAPTISTE (1756-1818) France, Copy-lith
MOUL, EDWIN THEODORE (1903- ) USA, Phot (with Provost, L.)
MUeller, FERDINAND JAKOB HEINRICH VON (1824-1906) Australia, Copy-phot, Copy-engr
MUENSCHER, WALTER CONRAD LEOPOLD (1869-1943) USA, Copy-phot
MUir, DAVID—see Moore, David
MUIR, JOHN (1838-1914) USA, Copy-engr
MULLER, CORNELIUS HERMANN (1909- ) USA, Phot
MÜLLER, HERMANN (1829-1883) Germany, Copy-phot
MÜLLER, KATHERINE KINSLE (MRS. C. H.) (1909- ) USA, Phot
MÜLLER (MÜLLERIUS), PETER (1910-1647) Netherlands, Copy-engr
MÜLLER-ARGOVENSIS, JOHANNES (JEAN) (1828-1896) Switzerland, Copy-phot (2)
MUNBY, GILES (1813-1878) England, Copy-phot
MUNOZ, CARLOS (1913- ) Chile, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
MÜNTER, ANDREAS HEINRICH AUGUST JULIUS (1819-1888) Germany, Copy-phot
MUNZ, PHILIP ALEXANDER (1892- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
MURBECK, SVANTE SAMUEL (1839-1946) Sweden, Copy-phot
MURDOCK, (Miss) FLORENCE (1887- ) USA, Copy-phot
MURET, JEAN (1799-1877) Switzerland, Copy-phot
MURMAN, EUGENE OTTO WALTER (1874-1962) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
MURRAY, ANDREW (1812-1878) England, Copy-phot
MURRAY, DAVID FLETCHER (1877- ) USA, Phot
MURRAY, GEORGE ROBERT MILNE (1856-1911) Scotland, Copy-phot
MURRAY, JAMES AUGUSTUS HENRY (1837-1915) England, Copy-etching
MURTON (MOOTIS), JOSÉ CHELSTINO (1732-1808) Colombia, Copy-lith (2)

NADAEU, J. (1834-ca. 1898) France, Copy-phot
NAGEL, CARL WILHELM VON (1817-1891) Switzerland, Copy-phot
NAKAYAMA, (Miss) MITSU (1915- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
NAMTSLOWSKI, BOLESŁAW (1852-1929) Poland, Copy-phot
NARC-VIRIDET, DANIEL-LOUIS (1810-1904) Switzerland, Copy-phot
NASI, ADEL HALIM (1905- ) Egypt, Phot
NAUDIN, CHARLES VICTOR (1815-1869) France, Copy-wdct
NAVASHIN, MIKHAIL SERGEYEVITCH (1896- ) USSR, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
NAYLOR, AUBREY WILLARD (1915- ) USA, Phot
NECKER, NOEL JOSEPH DE (1739-1793) Germany, Copy-lith
NEES VON ESENBECK, CHRISTIAN GOTTFRIED DANIEL (1776-1818) Poland, Copy-phot, Copy-lith
NELMES, ERNEST (1896-1939) England, Phot
NELSON, ALEN (1859-1932) USA, Phot, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
NELSON, MRS. ALEN—see Miss Ruth Elizabeth Ashton
NELSON, JAMES CARLTON (1867-1944) USA, Copy-phot
NEUSHUT, MICHAEL, JR. (1935- ) USA, Phot
NEVIN, JOSEPH COOK (1835-1915) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
NEWBERRY, JOHN STRONG (1822-1892) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
NEWBOULD, WILLIAM WILLIAMSON (1809-1886) England, Copy-phot
NEWCOMB, FREDERICK CHARLES (1833-1927) USA, Copy-phot
NEWTON, (Miss) BETTY JANE CAMPBELL (1908- ) Canada, Phot
NICOLAS, JEAN-PAUL (1921- ) France, Phot
NICOSON, DAN HENRY (1933- ) USA, Phot (2)
NICOTRA, LEOPOLDO (1846- ) Italy, Copy-phot
NIEDENZU, FRANZ JOSEF (1837-1937) Germany, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
NIELSEN, CHESTER SOPHUS (1911- ) USA, Copy-phot
NOAMESI, GOTTFRIED KOFI (1917- ) Ghana, Copy-phot, Phot
NOSS, MALCOLM A. (1916- ) USA, Phot
NOEL, FELTZ (1859-1908) Germany, Copy-phot
NORDENSTAM, R. BERTIL (1916- ) Sweden, Phot (with Rechinger, K.H.)
NORLINGH, TYCHO (1906- ) Sweden, Phot (2)
NORMAN, JOHANNES MUSEUS (1823-1903) Norway, Copy-phot
NORMAN, MARGARET GAYLORD (Mrs. E.) (1915- ) USA, Phot
NORMAND, DIDIER (1908- ) France, Copy-phot, Phot
NORSTOG, KNUT JONSON (1921- ) USA, Phot
NORTHERN, HENRY THEODORE (1908- ) USA, Phot
NOTARIIS, GIUSEPPE DE (1803-1877) Italy, Copy-phot
NOTTALL, THOMAS (1786-1859) England, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
NYLANDER, WILHELM (1822-1899) France, Copy-phot
NYMAN, CARL FREDRIK (1820-1893) Sweden, Copy-phot
OBERDORFER, ERICH (1905- ) Germany, Phot
O'BRIEN, JAMES (1842-1930) England, Copy-phot
OCHI, HAKUMI (1920- ) Japan, Phot
OERSTED (ORSTED), ANDERS SANDOE (1816-1872) Denmark, Copy-phot (2)
OGDEN, EUGENE CECIL (1905- ) USA, Phot (2)
O'GORMAN, HELEN LANFHER (MRS. J.) (1904- ) Mexico, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
OGURA, YUDZURO (1895- ) Japan, Copy-halftone
OHJI, JISABURO (1905- ) Japan, Copy-phot (with Mrs. Ito) (cf. Vol. 1)*
OKAMOTO, SHOGO (1900- ) Japan, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
O'LEARY, FRANCIS (1937- ) New Zealand, Copy-phot
OLIVER, DANIEL (1830-1916) England, Copy-phot
OLIVER, FRANCIS WALL (1854-1915) England, Copy-drug
OLIVER, WALTER REGINALD BROOK (1883-1957) New Zealand, Copy-phot
OLNEY, STEPHEN THAYER (1812-1878) USA, Copy-phot (2)
OLSON-SEFFER, PETER Hjalmar (1873-1911) Mexico, Copy-phot
OSTING, HENRY JOHN (1903- ) USA, Phot (2)
Pichi-Sermolli, Rodolfo Emilio Giuseppe (1891- ) Italy, Phot (3)
Picket, Bento José (1906-1965) Brazil, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Pickering, Charles (1805-1875) USA, Copy-engr
Pieh, Martin Abraham (1912- ) USA, Phot (2)
Pieris, William Victor David (1904- ) Ceylon, Phot
Piepersen, Arne Kristoffer (1884- ) USA, Phot
Pillans, Neville Stuart (1894-1964) So. Africa, Copy-phot
Pinheiro, Jane Seymour (Mrs. J. C.) (1907- ) USA, Phot
Pinto da Silva, Antonio R. (1912- ) Portugal, Phot (with Mrs. Pinto da Silva)
Pinto-Escobar, Polidoro (1926- ) Colombia, Phot
Piron, R. P. Anastasio (1888-1939) Chile, Copy-phot
Pirone, Pascual Pompey (1907- ) USA, Phot (2)
Pirrotta, Romualdo (1833-1936) Italy, Copy-phot
Pizzetta (Pizzetta), Jules (1820-80) Spain, Copy-phot
Planchon, François-Gustave (1833-1900) France, Copy-phot
Planchon, Jules-Émile (1833-1888) France, Copy-phot (2)
Pleydell, John Clavell Mansel—see Mansel-Pleydell, John Clavell
Pitt, Charles Christian (1859-1933) USA, Phot
Plewright, Charles Bagge (1849-1910) England, Copy-phot
Plumier, Charles (1646-1704) France, Copy-engr
Plumstead, Edna Pauline Janisch (1903- ) So. Africa, Copy-phot, Phot (2)
Pocock, Mary Agard (1886- ) So. Africa, Phot (2)
Poleit, Josef (1924- ) Germany, Phot
Poezfg, Eduard Friedrich (1798-1868) Germany, Copy-engr
Pogan, Eugenia (1909- ) Poland, Phot
Pohl, Richard Walter (1916- ) USA, Phot
(2—1 with Isely, D.)
Pollitt, Louis P. (1915- ) USA, Phot (2)
Pollulin, Nicholas (1899- ) Nigeria, Phot
Poluzzi, Carlo (1899- ) Italy, Phot
Pomeroy, Catherine Mary Barnas (Mrs. Fred G., Jr.) (1921- ) USA, Phot
Ponce de Léon, Antonio (1887-1966) Cuba, Copy-phot
Ponce de Léon, Patricio (1915- ) USA, Phot
Poole, James Plummer (1859- ) USA, Phot
Popenoe, John (1929- ) USA, Phot
Popenoe, Wilson (1892- ) USA, Phot (3), Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Porsild, Alf Erling (1901- ) Canada, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Porsild, Morten Pedersen (1872-1950) Greenland, Copy-phot
Porter, Cedric Lambert (1905- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Porter, Duncan MacNaair (1937- ) USA, Phot
Poter, Thomas Conrad (1822-1904) USA, Copy-phot
Potonié, Henry (1857-1915) Germany, Copy-phot
Pott, Reino Leendertz (ca. 1872- ) So. Africa, Copy-phot
Potter, David (1894- ) USA, Copy-phot
Potzger, John Ernest (1886-1935) USA, Phot
Powell, Albert Michael (1937- ) USA, Phot
Prain, David (1837-1944) England, Drawg, Copy-phot
Prakash, Uttam (1925- ) India, Copy-phot
France, Ghislain Tourne (1937- ) USA, Phot (2)
Prat, Henri (1902- ) France, Copy-phot
Prat, Sylvester (1895- ) Czechoslovakia, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Pratt, (Miss) Ann (Mrs. J. Pearless) (1866-1939) England, Copy-Dag
Frazewski, Adam (1853-1920) Poland, Copy-phot
Priscott, Gerald Webber (1859- ) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Prinston, Thomas Arthur (1833-1903) England, Copy-phot
Priestley, Joseph (1733-1804) USA, Copy-pntg
Prlinge, Cyrus Gurney (1838-1941) USA, Copy-phot, Phot (2—1 with Lozano, F.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
Pringsheim, Nathanael (1823-1894) Germany, Copy-phot
Prior, Richard Chandler Alexander (1809-1902) England, Phot, Copy-phot (2)
Prokhanov, Yaroslav Ivanovitch (1892- ) USSR, Phot (3)
Proksauer, Johannes Max (1923- ) USA, Copy-phot, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
Provosti, Luigi (1905- ) USA, Copy-phot (with Mouil, E. T.)
Fuch, Edward Joseph (1926- ) USA, Phot
Pugsley, Herbert William (1855-1947) England, Phot
Pulle, August Adriaan (1878-1955) Netherlands, Copy-phot
Pullen, Thomas Marion (1919- ) USA, Phot
Purchas, William Henry (1853-1905) England, Copy-phot
Puri, Vishwanther (1899- ) India, Phot
Purcell, Ronald A. (1930- ) USA, Phot
Quarterman, Elsie (1901-1966) USA, Phot
Quinby, Jane (1903-1965) USA, Phot
Quisumbing, Eduardo (1935- ) Philippines, Copy-phot
ROEMER, Johan Jacob (1763-1819) Switzerland, Copy-engr
ROGERS, Claude Marvin (1919- ) USA, Phot
ROGERS, Frederick Arundel (1876-1944) So. Africa, Copy-phot
ROGERS, (Miss) Stella (1931- ) England, Phot
ROGERS, William Motley (1839-1920) England, Copy-phot
ROGERSON, Clark Thomas (1918- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
ROLLS, Peter Henry (1865-1944) USA, Copy-phot
ROLLA, Seshagiri Rao—see Rao, Rolla Seshagiri
ROLLINS, Reed Clarke (1914- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
ROMBERG, Paul Frederick (1921- ) USA, Phot
ROMINING, James McDonald (1928- ) USA, Phot
RÖFER, Freeman Clark Samuel (1849-1906) England, Copy-phot
RÖFER, Johann August Christian (1800-1883) Germany, Copy-phot (3)
ROSCOE, William (1755-1831) England, Copy-pntng
ROSE, Lewis Samuel (1893- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
ROSENING, Janus Lauritz Andreas Koldrup (1858-1919) Denmark, Copy-phot
ROSSO, Samuel Wilford (1918- ) USA, Phot
ROUSSEAU, Josep Thomas von (1830-1924) Poland, Copy-phot (2)
ROSTAN, Léon Léon (1791-1866) Italy, Copy-phot
ROTHERT, Władysław Karol (1863-1916) Poland, Copy-phot
ROTHMALER, Werner Hugo Paul (1908-1962) Germany, Copy-phot
ROTHROCK, Joseph Trinelle (1839-1922) USA, Copy-phot
ROULEAU, Ernest (1916- ) Canada, Phot
ROUMELEUR, Casimir (1828-1892) France, Copy-phot
ROUSSEAU, Jacques (1905- ) Canada, Phot, Copy-phot (2)
ROWE, Chester Morrison, Jr. (1923- ) USA, Phot
ROWLEY, Gordon Douglas (1921- ) England, Phot
ROYER, Auguste-Philippe-Antoine (1796-1857) Belgium, Copy-phot
ROZBURY, William (1751-1815) Scotland, Copy-engr
ROZAS CLEMENTE Y RUBIO, Simon de (1777-1827) Spain, Copy-phot
RUDBECK, Olof (Olaus) (1600-1740) Sweden, Copy-drwg
RUDEN, Vesta Elaine (1910- ) USA, Phot (2)
RUNYON, Robert (1881- ) USA, Phot
RÜPFELL, Edward Wilhelm Peter Simon (1794-1884) Germany, Copy-lith
RUFRECHT, Franz Joseph (1844-1870) Russia, Copy-phot (2)
RUSBY, Henry Hugh (1833-1929) USA, Copy-phot (2)
RUSSELL, Paul George (1899- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
RUSSELL, Thomas Ainslie (1805- ) England, Phot
RUTSCH, Frederic (1658-1733) Netherlands, Copy-etching
Rycroft, Hedley Brian (1918- ) So. Africa, Phot (with Terblanche, J.P.S.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
RYDEBERG, Per Axel (1860-1916) USA, Copy-phot
RYERSON, KNOWLES AUGUSTUS (1892- ) USA, Phot (2)
RZEDOWSKI, Jerzy (1926- ) Mexico, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SAAD, Shokry Ibrahim (1911- ) Egypt, Phot
SABINE, Joseph (1770-1837) England, Copy-engr
SACCARDO, Pietro Andrea (1684-1720) Italy, Copy-phot (3)
SACHS, Julius von (1832-1897) Germany, Copy-phot, Copy-lith
SADLER, John (1837-1882) Scotland, Copy-phot (2)
SAGOT, Paul (1822-1888) France, Copy-phot
SALMÈNS, Charles Edgar (1872-1936) England, Copy-phot
SAMPSON, Theophilus (1831-1897) England, Copy-phot
SANTAPAU, Hermanegild (1903- ) India, Phot (2)
SANTOS, José Vera (1905- ) Philippines, Phot
SAPORTA, Louis-Charles-Joseph-Gaston de (1826-1895) France, Copy-phot
SARGENT, Charles Sprague (1841-1927) USA, Phot (2—1 with Hunnewell, H. H.; 1 with Wilson, E. H.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
SARGENT, Frederick LeRoy (1865-1928) USA, Copy-phot
SARTORI, Joseph (c.1860) Germany, Copy-phot
SARTWELL, Henry Parker (1792-1867) USA, Copy-phot (2)
SATATE, Toshiiro (1910- ) Japan, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SATOH, Masami (1910- ) Japan, Copy-phot (with Takeda, H.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
SAUER, Jonathan Deisinger (1908- ) USA, Phot (2)
SAUNDERS, Charles Francis (1899-1941) USA, Copy-phot
SAUNDERS, De Alton (1870- ) USA, Copy-phot
SAUNDERS, James (1839-1925) England, Copy-phot
SAUSURE, Horace Benedict de (1740-1799) Switzerland, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SAUSSURE, NICOLAS-THÉODORE DE (1767-1855) Switzerland, Copy-phot

SAVAGE, CAMILLE FRANÇOIS (1861-1936) France, Copy-phot

SAVAGE, PAOLO (1978-1971) Italy, Copy-phot

SCHAEFFER, ROBERT L. (1919- ) USA, Phot

SCHAFFNER, JOHN HENRY (1866-1939) USA, Copy-phot

SCHADEN, FRITZ (1871-1906) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHIEBWEILER, MICHEL-JOSEPH-FRANÇOIS (1799-1866) Belgium, Copy-lith

SCHENK, JOSEPH AUGUST VON (1843-1894) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHII, ROBERT WALTER (1917- ) USA, Phot

SCHIECHEZER, JOHANN (1688-1735) Switzerland, Copy-engr

SCHIFFNER, RUDOLF (1918-1917) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHIMPER, ANDREAS FRANZ WILHELM (1836-1901) Switzerland, Copy-phot (3)

SCHIMPER, WILHELM PHILIP (1828-1880) Germany, Copy-phot (2)

SCHINZ, HANS (1838-1946) Switzerland, Copy-engr (2)

SCHIESCHKIN, BORIS KONSTANTINOVICH (1886-1965) USSR, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)

SCHLEICHTENDAL, DIEDERICH FRANZ LEONHARD VON (1794-1866) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHLEICHTER, FRANZ RUDOLF (1872-1925) Germany, Copy-phot (3)

SCHLEIDEN, MATTHIAS JACOB (1824-1884) Germany, Copy-engr (2)

SCHLUMANN, JULIUS (1801-1865) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHMELLMANN, JACOB (1849-1894) Russia, Copy-phot

SCHMILLHAUSEN, JACOB (1849-1894) Switzerland, Copy-phot

SCHNEL, RAYMOND (193- ) France, Phot

SCHNEITZLER, JEAN BALTHAZAR (1823-1896) Switzerland, Copy-phot

SCHNEIZLER, ADALBERT (1814-1868) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHÖNBERG, RICHARD MORITZ (1811-1891) Australia, Copy-phot

SCHÖNBERG, ROBERT HERMANN (1804-1866) Germany, Copy-engr

SCHÖNLAND, SELMAR (1866-1940) So. Africa, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)

SCHÖN, JOACHIM FREDERIK (1789-1852) Denmark, Copy-lith

SCHROEN, FRANZ VON PAULA (1747-1815) Germany, Copy-lith

SCHREBER, JOHANN CHRISTIAN DANIEL VON (1759-1810) Germany, Copy-etching

SCHRENN, JOSEPH (ca. 1840-1890) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHRÖTER, CARL JOSEPH (1855-1939) Switzerland, Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*

SCHUBERT, BERNICE SIGID (1913- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*

SCHULTZ, ALARICH RUDOLF HOLGER (1912- ) Brazil, Phot

SCHULTZ-BIPONTINUS, KARL HEINRICH (1803-1867) Germany, Copy-phot (3)

SCHULTZ-SCHULZENSTEIN, KARL HEINRICH (1798-1871) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHULTZ-MOTEL, WOLFRAM (1834- ) Germany, Phot

SCHULZ, OTTO EUGEN (1874-1936) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHULZE, GEORGE M. (1909- ) Germany, Phot, Copy-phot (with Staffel, F.)

SCHULZE, MAX (1841-1913) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHEMANN, KARL MORITZ (1853-1904) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHÜTZ, CHRISTIAN GOTTLIEB FRIEDRICH (1810- ) Netherlands, Phot

SCHUTLER, ALFRED ERNST (1835- ) USA, Phot

SCHWARZ, WALTER BERNHARD (1891- ) USA, Phot

SCHWEINBURG, GEORG AUGUST (1856-1872) Germany, Copy-phot

SCHWEINITZ, LEWIS DAVID VON (1780-1854) USA, Copy-lith

SCHIFFDENNER, SIMON (1839-1899) Germany, Copy-engr (2)

SCOFFIELD, CARL SCHURZ (1873-1955) USA, Phot

SCOFOLI, GIUSEPPE ANTONIO (1773-1783) Italy, Copy-engr

SCORTECHINI, BENEDETTO (1845-1886) Italy, Phot

SCOTT, DUCHEFIELD HENRY (1854-1914) England, Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*

SCHIBERN, FRANK LAMSON (1831-1885) USA, Copy-phot

SCULLY, FRANCIS JOSPEH (1894- ) USA, Phot

SEARS, PAUL BIGELOW (1891- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*

SEMMANN, BERTHOLD CARL (1825-1871) Nicaragua, Copy-phot, Copy-lith (2)

SEG, TOSHI (1914- ) Japan, Copy-phot

SEIBERT, RUSSELL JACOB (1914- ) USA, Phot (with Riley, H. P.)

SEMIOLOWSKI, ANTONI (b. 1847) Poland, Copy-phot

SÉNEBEUR, JEAN (1742-1809) Switzerland, Copy-phot

SECELJ, ALOJZ (1921- ) Yugoslavia, Phot
SETCHELL, William Albert (1864-1941) USA, Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
SHACKLETTE, Hansford Threlkeld (1814- ) USA, Phot
SHAFFER, Robert Lynn (1929- ) USA, Phot
SHANKO, Leland (1914- ) USA, Phot
SHANTZ, Homer LeRoy (1876-1958) USA, Copy-phot, Phot (2)
SHARSMITH, Helen Katherine (1905- ) USA, Phot
SHAW, Charles Hugh (1873-1910) USA, Copy-phot
SHAW, Herbert Kenneth Airy (1902- ) England, Phot (2)
SHAW, Thomas (1694-1731) England, Copy-etching
SHERIDAN, Marion Ruff (Mrs. Thomas J.) (1830- ) USA, Phot
SHEWED, Harold Frank (1908- ) USA, Phot
SHEFFLER, Staneyy Gerald (1913- ) USA, Phot
SHIMKE, Bohumil (1861-1947) USA, Phot
SHINNERS, Lloyd Herbert (1918- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SHIRLING, Elwood Brent (1914- ) USA, Phot
SHORT, Charles Wilkins (1794-1863) USA, Copy-phot
SHURLY, Ernest William (1888-1965) England, Phot
SHUSHAN, Sam (1922- ) USA, Phot
SIBTHORP, John (1758-1796) England, Copy-phot
SIGURJÖNSSON, Björn (1931- ) Iceland, Phot
SILVA, Paul Claude (1922- ) USA, Phot
SIMPSONS, Norman W. (1922- ) England, Phot
SINCLAIR, James (1913- ) Malaysia, Phot (3)
SINGER, Rolf (1906- ) Argentina, Phot (2)
SINNOTT, Edmund Ware (1888- ) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SINTENIUS, Paul Ernst Emil (1847-1907) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
SKAN, Sidney Alfred (1879-1940) England, Phot
SKOFTZ, Alexander (1822-1892) Austria, Copy-phot (2)
SKOTTBERG, Carl Johan Frederik (1880-1965) Sweden, Copy-phot, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SKUJA, Heinrich I. (1892- ) Sweden, Phot
SLATTER, James Rodenburg (1890- ) USA, Phot
Slatte, (Miss) Enid Margaret (1925- ) England, Phot
SLAVNICE, Zivo (1910- ) Yugoslavia, Phot
SLEDGE, William Arthur (1904- ) England, Phot
SLENDZINSKI, Aleksander Jan (1849-1883) Poland, Copy-phot
SMALL, John Alvin (1900- ) USA, Phot
SMITH, Albert Charles (1906- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SMITH, (Miss) Annie Lorrain (1854-1937) England, Copy-phot
SMITH, Benjamin Warfield (1913- ) USA, Phot
SMITH, Charles Eastwick (1820-1900) USA, Copy-phot
SMITH, Charles L. (1856- ) USA, Copy-phot
SMITH, Claude Earl, Jr. (1922- ) USA, Phot (4)
SMITH, Erwin Frank (1854-1927) USA, Copy-phot
SMITH, (Miss) Ethelynde (1888- ) USA, Phot
SMITH, Gladys L. (1909- ) USA, Phot
SMITH, Helen Vandervort (Mrs. Alexander H.) (1909- ) USA, Phot
SMITH, James Edward (1759-1828) Scotland, Engr, Lith, Copy-engr (cf. Vol. 1)*
SMITH, John (1798-1888) England, Copy-phot (3)
SMITH, John Donnell (1819-1925) USA, Copy-phot
SMITH, Lucius Chambers (1833-1896) USA, Copy-phot
SMITH, Lyman Bradford (1904- ) USA, Phot (2), Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SMITH, Robert Leslie (1927- ) USA, Phot
SMITH, Stanley Galen (1926- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SMITH, Stanley Jay (1915- ) USA, Phot
SMITH, William Wright (1875-1956) Scotland, Copy-phot, Copy-phot
SMITH, Worthington George (1835-1917) England, Copy-phot
SMITINAND, Tem (1920- ) Thailand, Phot (2)
SNELLING, (Miss) Lillian (1879- ) England, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SÖDERSTROM, Thomas Robert (1936- ) USA, Phot (3)
SÖRENGEN-KRESDOHARDO, Werkt (1917- ) Indonesia, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SOEST, J. L. van (1896- ) Netherlands, Phot
SOLBERG, Richard Allen (1912- ) USA, Phot
SOLBRIG, Otto Thomas (1910- ) USA, Phot
SOLEREBERG, Hans (1860-1920) Germany, Copy-phot
SOLHEIM, Wilhelm Gerhard (1895- ) USA, Phot
SOLMS-Laubach, Hermann Maximilian Carl Ludwig Friedrich (1842-1915) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
SOMERSET, Mary (1st Duchess of Beaufort) (1590-1714) England, Copy-phot
SOMMIER, Stefano (1848-1922) Italy, Copy-phot
SÖNDER, Otto Wilhelm (1812-1881) Germany, Copy-phot
SOÖ, Rezső (1903- ) Hungary, Phot
SORBY, Henry Clifton (1856-1908) England, Copy-phot
SØRENSEN, Thorvald Julius (1902- ) Denmark, Phot
SOTA, Elias Ramon de la (1932- ) Argentina, Phot
SOUBEIRAN, Jean Léon (1827-1892) France, Copy-phot (2)
SOUKUS, Jaroslav (1902- ) Peru, Phot
SOWERTJ, James De Carle (1787-1871) England, Copy-phot
SOWERTJ, William (1827-1906) England, Copy-phot
SPAINING, George H. (1914- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SARBRE, Carl Sigge Benkt Ulfsson (1918- ) Sweden, Phot
SEGGAZZINI, Carlos (1858-1926) Argentina, Copy-phot
SPENCER, Jack T. (1912- ) USA, Phot
SPERRY, Omer Edison (1902- ) USA, Phot
SPERRY, Theodore Melrose (1907- ) USA, Phot
SEBASTIAN, Thomas Jr. (1909- ) USA, Phot
STACE, Clive Anthony (1935- ) England, Phot
STACKHOUSE, John (1742-1819) England, Copy-lith
STAFEL, Franc Antionie (1921- ) Netherlands, Phot (2-1 with Schulze, G. M.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
STANNARD, Jerry Wilmert (1926- ) USA, Phot (3-1 with Margadant, W.)
STARK, Richard Cawthon (1924- ) USA, Copy-phot (2-1 with Drouet, F.)
STAUPEL, Hans Uhrich (1922- ) Switzerland, Phot (2)
STEARN, William Thomas (1911- ) England, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
STEIBINS, George Ledyard (1905- ) USA, Phot
STEINSTRIT, Johannes Jaffetus Smith (1813-1897) Denmark, Copy-phot
STERRE, William Campbell (1907- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
STEEVES, Taylor Armstrong (1926- ) Canada, Phot
STEIGER von Büvon, Jakob Robert (1801-1862) Switzerland, Copy-phot
STEIN, Janet Ruth (ca. 1931- ) USA, Phot
STEINER, Mona Lisa (1915- ) Austria, Phot
STEHAN, Franz (1842-1927) Germany, Copy-phot
STEPHENS, (Miss) Edith Layard (1897- ) So. Africa, Copy-phot
STEPHENS, James Louis (1902- ) USA, Phot
STEPHENS, Stanley George (1911- ) USA, Phot
STERN, Frederick Claude (1884- ) England, Phot
STERN, Kingsley Rowland (1927- ) USA, Phot
STERN, William Louis (1926- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
STIOFTEL, Johann (1800-00) Copy-phot
STEVENS, Frank Lincoln (1871-1914) USA, Copy-phot
STEVENS, Russell Bradford (1915- ) USA, Phot
STEVENS, John (1836-1903) Scotland, Copy-engr

STEVENS, John Albert (1890- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
STEWART, James Torrence (1824-1901) USA, Copy-phot
STEWART, William Sheldon (1914- ) USA, Phot
STEWART, Wilton Nichols (1917- ) USA, Phot
STEVEIERT, René-Léopold-Alix-Gheslain-Jules (1903- ) Belgium, Phot (2)
STOCKDALE, Phyllis Margaret (1927- ) England, Phot
STONE, Benjamin Clemens Masterman (1913- ) Guam, Phot
STONE, Donald Eugene (1930- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
STONES, (Miss) Elsie Margaret (1921- ) Australia, Phot
STOUT, Arlon Burdette (1875-1957) USA, Copy-phot
STOUTAMIRE, Warren Petrie (1928- ) USA, Phot
STOUTJESDIJK, Philippus (ca. 1932- ) Netherlands, Phot
STRAKA, Herbert (1920- ) Germany, Phot
STRABURGER, Eduard Adolf (1844-1912) Germany, Copy-phot (1)
STRATTON, Frederic (1840-1918) England, Copy-phot
STRAW, Carrie Bigelow (1853-1922) USA, Copy-phot (2)
STICKERT, Theodor (x-1932) Argentina, Copy-phot (2)
STICEY, Ronald Lewis (1935- ) USA, Phot
STURGIS, William Codman (1862-1942) USA, Copy-phot
STYLES, Brian Thomas (1935- ) England, Phot
SULLIVANT, William Starling (1893-1973) USA, Copy-phot (2)
SUMMERHAYES, Victor S. (1897- ) England, Phot
SUSMAN, Alfred Sheppard (1919- ) USA, Phot
SUVARNASUDEH, Khid (1910- ) Thailand, Phot
SUVATAMBANDE, Kasim (1916- ) Thailand, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
SVEDELIUS, Nils Eberhart (1873-1960) Sweden, Copy-phot
SVENSON, Henry Knute (1897- ) USA, Phot
Swallen, Jason Richard (1903- ) USA, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
SWART, Jan Johannes (1904- ) Netherlands, Phot
SWEERTS, Emmanuel (1532-1612) Netherlands, Copy-engr (cf. Vol. 1)*
SWINGLE, Walter Tennyson (1871-1952) USA, Phot (2)
SYMMINGTON, Colin Fraser (1905-1941) Nigeria, Phot
SYRENEI (SYRENIEI), Szimon (ca. 1540-1611) Poland, Copy-phot
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TOY, ST. JOSEPH (1917- ) USA, Phot
TRADESCANT, HESTER (MRS. JOHN TRADESCANT, JR.)
(1608-1678) Copy-pntg with
TRADESCANT, JOHN JR.
TRADESCANT, JOHN (ca. 1580-1637) England,
Copy-pntg (2 with
TRADESCANT, JOHN JR.)*
TRADESCANT, JOHN, JR. (1608-1663) England,
Copy-pntg (5-with Zythepsa of Lambeth;
2-with Mrs. Tradescant) (cf. Vol. I)*
TRAGUS, HIERONYMUS—see Bock, Hieronymus
TRAIL, JAMES WILLIAM HELENUS (1818-1878)
Scotland, Copy-phot
TRAIN, AGNES SCOTT (MRS. J. M. JANSSON)
(1897- ) USA, Phot (2-1 with Train, P.)
TRAIN, PERCY (1876-1947) USA, Phot
(2-1 with Train, Agnes S.)
TRANSEAU, EDGAR NELSON (1875-1960) USA,
Copy-half-tone
TRAUTVFETTER, ERNST RUDOLF VON (1809-1889)
Russia, Copy-phot (2)
TRAVES, ALFRED (1927- ) USA, Phot
TREFEASE, WILLIAM (1837-1845) USA, Copy-phot
(3 Vol. 1)*
TREMBLEY, ABRAHAM (1710-1784) Switzerland,
Copy-phot
TREVOR, MELCHIOR (1831-1910) Java, Copy-half-tone
TREVINANUS, LUDOLPH CHRISTIAN (1779-1864)
Germany, Copy-engr
TRIPA, JOSÉ JERONIMO (1828-1880) Colombia,
Copy-phot
TRIMEN, HENRY (1843-1896) Ceylon, Copy-phot
TRUEBLOOD, MRS. C. K.—
see Miss Emily Walcott Emmart
TRYON, ALICE FABER (MRS. ROLLA M.) (1920- )
USA, Phot (with Tryon, R. M.)
TRYON, ROLLA MILTON, JR. (1916- ) USA, Phot
(with Tryon, Alice F.) (cf. Vol. I)*
TSCHIRCH, ALEXANDER (1836-1899) Switzerland,
Copy-phot (2)
TSENG, CHARLES C. (1912- ) USA, Phot
TSONG, PU-CHIU (1906- ) China, Phot
TUCKER, JOHN MAURICE (1916- ) USA, Phot
(5-1 with McCaskill, Billie J.)
TURNER, BILLIE LEE (1925- ) USA, Copy-phot,
Phot
TURNER, DAWSON (1775-1858) England, Copy-Lith
TUTIN, THOMAS GASKELL (1608- ) England, Phot
TUYAMA, TAKASI (1910- ) Japan, Phot
(with Hiroshi, FL) (cf. Vol. I)*
TWARDOWSKA, MARJA ZE SKIRMUNTOW (1859-1907)
Poland, Copy-phot
TYLER, ANSEL AUGUSTUS (1869- ) USA,
Copy-phot
TYLUTKI, EDMUND EUGENE (1926- ) USA, Phot
TYRRELL, C. GORDON (1916- ) USA, Phot
UECHTRITZ, RUDOLF KARL FRIEDRICH (1838-1886)
Germany, Copy-phot
UGENT, DONALD (1935- ) USA, Phot
UGGLA, ARVID HJ. (1833-1904) Sweden, Phot
(cf. Vol. I)*
ULE, ERNST (1834-1913) Germany, Copy-phot
ULVINEN, TAUNO ARVI-VEIKKO (1930- )
Finland, Phot
UMPEZAKI, ISAMU (1925- ) Japan, Phot
UMPHLETT, CLYDE JEFFERSON (1928- ) USA, Phot
UNDERWOOD, LUCIEN MARCUS (1851-1907) USA,
Phot, Copy-phot (2)
UNGEB, FRANZ JOSEPH A. N. (1800-1876) Austria,
Copy-phot (2)
URBAN, IGNATTIUS (1848-1913) Germany,
Copy-phot (2)
URBINA-ALTAMIRANA, DON MANUEL (1843-1906)
Mexico, Copy-phot
VAHL, MARTIN (1749-1864) Norway, Copy-engr
(cf. Vol. I)*
VALENTINE, DAVID HENRIQUES (1912- )
England, Phot
VAN DEMAN, HENRY ELIAS (1845-1915) USA,
Half-tone
VAN FAASEN, PAUL (1914- ) USA, Phot
VAN FLEET, DICK SCOTT (1912- ) USA,
Copy-phot
VAN FLEET, WALTER (1857-1925) USA, Phot (3)
VANN ZINDEREN BAKKER, EDUARD MIEHE (1907- )
S. Africa, Phot
VARGAS, JOSÉ (1873-1874) USA, Copy-phot
VASARI, TOVO YRJÖ KAAREL (1907- ) Finland, Phot
VASEK, FRANK CHARLES (1927- ) USA, Phot
VASEY, GEORGE (1822-1893) USA, Copy-phot
VAVER, GEORGE CARL WILHELM (1849-1889)
Germany, Copy-phot
VATTIMO, MESS DO (1828- ) Brazil, Phot
VAUGHAN, REGINALD EDWARD (1893- )
Mauritius Is., Phot (cf. Vol. I)*
VAUTIER, SIMONE (1908- ) Switzerland, Phot
VEITCH, HARRY JAMES (1840-1924) England,
Copy-pntg (cf. Vol. I)*
VELASQUEZ, GREGORIO T. (1901- ) Philippines, Phot
VELIZ, ISMAEL (1908- ) Puerto Rico, Phot
VENTURI, GUSTAV DE (1830-1898) Austria,
Copy-phot
VERDOORN, MESS CLAIR (1896- )
S. Africa, Phot (cf. Vol. I)*
VERMEULEN, PIETER (1905- ) Netherlands, Phot
VERZASCHI, BARNHARD (1823-1880) Sweden,
Copy-engr
VESLING, JOHANN (1898-1949) Germany,
Copy-engr
VETTER, JEAN-JACQUES (1825-1913) France,
Copy-phot
VICKERIE, MESS JOYCE W. (1908- ) Australia,
Phot
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VILLARS, DOMINIC (1745-1814) France, Copy-pntg
VILLE, GEORGES (1824-1872) France, Copy-phot
VILMORIN, HENRY LÉVÈQUE DE (1843-1899) France, Copy-phot
VILMORIN, PIERRE-LOUIS-FRANÇOIS LÉVÈQUE DE (1816-1886) France, Copy-phot (2)
VILMORIN, ROGER-PHILIPPE-VINCENT DE (1805- ) France, Phot
VISCHEIR, JOHANN (1524-1587) Germany, Wdct, Engr
VISOIANI, ROBERTO DE (1892-1878) Italy, Copy-phot
VOLKMER, JOHANN GEORG (1662-1744) Germany, Copy-lith
VOORST (VOORSTIUS), ADOLPHE VON (1597-1665) Netherlands, Copy-engr
VORONINE, MICHAEL STEFANOVIC (1835-1903) Russia, Copy-phot
VOSS, EDWARD GROSSEBECK (1929- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WADE, WALTER (1809-1825) Ireland, Copy-pntg
WAGA, JAKOB (1800-1872) Poland, Copy-phot
WAGENAAR HUMMELINCK, PIETER (1907- ) Netherlands, Phot
WAGENITZ, GERHARD (1927- ) Germany, Phot
WAGNER, PAUL RAYMOND (1910- ) USA, Copy-phot
WAKEFIELD, MRS. ELSI MAUD (1886- ) England, Phot (2)
Walker, ALMA TOVEY (MRS. LESTER C.) (1910- ) USA, Phot
WALKER, EUGENE HAMILTON (1899- ) USA, Phot (with Bartlett, H. H.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
WALKER, RICHARD (1679-1764) England, Copy-etching
WALICH, NATANIEL (1786-1834) England, Copy-lith (2)
WALTERS, MARTA SHERMAN (1914- ) USA, Phot
WALTHER, AUGUSTIN FRIEDRICH (1688-1746) Germany, Copy-engr
WANG, CHI-WU (1928- ) USA, Copy-phot (with Mrs. Wang)
WARBURG, OTTOH (1859-1938) Palestine, Copy-phot
WARD, FRANK KINGDON— see Kingdom-Ward, Frank
WARD, HARRY MARSHALL (1854-1906) England, Copy-phot (2)
WARD, NATHANIEL BAGSHAW (1791-1868) England, Copy-phot (2)
WARD, GEORGE HENRY (1924- ) USA, Phot
WARE, JACOB OSBORN (1888-ca. 1943) USA, Phot
WARMING, JOHANNES EUGENIUS BÜLOW (1841-1924) Denmark, Phot, Copy-phot (4)
WARNOCK, BARTON HOLLAND (1911- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WARSZEWICZ, JOZEF (1842-1856) Poland, Copy-phot
WATERFALL, UMAIDY THEODORE (1910- ) USA, Phot
WATERHOUSE, GRACE MARION (1906- ) England, Phot
WATERMAN, WARREN GOODIN (1872-1932) USA, Phot
WATSON, HEWETT COTTRELL (1864-1885) England, Copy-phot (4)
WATSON, MRS. JAMES RENNIE (1913- ) England, Copy-phot (2)
WATSON, SERENO (1826-1892) USA, Copy-phot (3)
WATT, GEORGE (1881-1930) Scotland, Copy-phot (3-4 with Mrs. Watt)
WEARA, HEINRICH (1831-1887) Austria, Copy-phot
WEATHERBY, CHARLES ALFRED (1875-1949) USA, Copy-phot, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WEATHERWAX, PAUL (1885- ) USA, Copy-phot
WEAVER, HARRY LLOYD (1896- ) USA, Phot
WEAVER, JOHN ERNST (1884- ) USA, Phot (2)
WEBB, DAVID ALLARDICE (1912- ) Ireland, Phot
WEBB, PHILIP BARKER (1793-1854) England, Copy-lith
WEBBER, HERBERT JOHN (1869-1946) USA, Copy-phot
WEBER, CARL ALBERT (1856-1934) Germany, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WEBERLING, FOCKO (1926- ) Germany, Phot
WEBSTER, GRADY LINDNER (1927- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WEBDELL, HUGH ALGERNON (1819-1877) France, Copy-phot (3)
WEDEL, JOSEPH ADOLPH (1875-1948) Germany, Copy-phot
WEINER, CARL FRIEDRICH WILHELM (1888-1935) Germany, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WEINHEIM, LEWIS EDGAR (1897- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WEIBEL, RAYMOND (1905- ) Switzerland, Phot
WEINSTEIN, MRS. JACOB—see Miss Tova Arzeen
WELLMAN, FREDERICK LOVEJOY (1897- ) Puerto Rico, Phot
WELLS, BERTRAM WHITTIER (1884- ) USA, Copy-phot, Phot (with Mr. Roller) (cf. Vol. 1)*
WELSH, STANLEY LARSON (1925- ) USA, Phot
WELWITSCH, FRIEDRICH MARTIN JOSEF (1867-1872) England, Copy-phot (2)
WEMENT, DON KIMBERLY (1929- ) USA, Phot
WENDLEBRO, PER ERLAND BERG (1927- ) Norway, Phot (2)
WESSEL, HENRY (1895- ) Canada, Phot
WERMINSKI, FELIX ALEKSANDER JOSEF (1857-1907) Poland, Copy-phot
WEST, ERDMAN (1894- ) USA, Phot
WEST, WILLIAM (1848-1914) England, Copy-phot
WESTOVER, HARVEY LEROY (ca. 1885- ) USA, Phot (1-4 with Thomas, A.)
WESTMORE, CLIFFORD MAJOR (1914- ) USA, Phot
WITTSTEIN, Richard von (1863-1931) Austria, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WHALEY, William Gordon (1894- ) USA, Phot
WHEELER, Edwin (1833-1900) England, Copy-phot
WHEELER, Louis Cutter (1910- ) USA, Phot
WHEELER, Miss Zona Lorraine (1909- ) USA, Phot (5)
WHELDON, James Alfred (1862-1924) England, Copy-phot
WHERRY, Edgar Theodore (1885- ) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WHITNEY, Howard Clinton (1911- ) USA, Phot
WHITAKER, Thomas Wallace (1903- ) USA, Phot
WHITE, Cyril Tenison (1890-1959) Australia, Phot
WHITE, Frank (1927- ) England, Phot (with Cufodontis, G.)
WHITE, James Walter (1846-1932) England, Copy-phot
WHITE, Kevin Joseph (1924- ) New Guinea, Phot (with Colwell, J. C.)
WHITEHOUSE, William Edwin (1893- ) USA, Phot
WHITEFORD, Larry Aiston (1902- ) USA, Phot
WIEGAND, Karl McKay (1873-1942) USA, Phot (4-1 with Mrs. Wiegand; 1 with Fernald, M. L.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
WIELAND, George Reber (1863-1953) USA, Phot
WIELAND, Melchior—see Guillauminus, Melchior
WIESNER, Julius (1858-1936) Austria, Copy-phot (9)
WILAND, Julius Wilhelm Albert (1821-1886) Germany, Copy-phot
WIGGINS, Dorothy B. (Mrs. Ira L.) (ca. 1905- ) USA, Phot
WIGHT, Robert (1796-1872) England, Copy-phot (3)
WILBUR, Robert Lynch (1925- ) USA, Phot
WILCE, Robert Thayer (1924- ) USA, Copy-phot
WILCZEK, Ernst (1867-1948) Switzerland, Copy-phot (2)
WILD, Hermann (1917- ) So. Rhodesia, Phot
WILKINSON, Henry John (1872-x) England, Copy-phot
WILL, Albert Andrew, Jr. (1932- ) USA, Phot
WILTE, Johan Nordal Fischer (1853-1924) Norway, Copy-phot (2)
WILLIAMS, Frederic Newton (1862-1923) England, Copy-phot
WILLIAMS, Louis Gressett (1907- ) USA, Phot (with Mr. Gilbert)
WILLIAMS, Louis Otho (1908- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WILLS, James Hamly (1910- ) Australia, Phot (1-1 with Aston, Helen; 2 with Beaton, G.; 1 with Beaglehole)
WILLIOM, Heinrich Mortz (Maurice) (1821-1895) Germany, Copy-phot (2)
WILSON, Ernest Henry (1876-1910) USA, Phot (2-1 with Sargent, C. S.) (cf. Vol. 1)*
WILSON, Frank Douglas (1921- ) USA, Phot
WILSON, James Stewart (1912- ) USA, Phot (2)
WILSON, Ralph Rueck (1897- ) USA, Copy-phot
WILSON, Thomas Kendrick (1911- ) USA, Phot
WINKLER, Konstantin Alexander (x-1900) Russia, Copy-phot
WINKLER, Mortiz (1812-1899) Austria, Copy-phot
WINTER, Bernard de (1924- ) So. Africa, Phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
WINTER, Heinrich George (1848-1887) Germany, Copy-phot
WINTERS, Harold Franklin (1913- ) USA, Phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WIRTGEN, Ferdinand P. (1848-1926) Germany, Copy-phot
WISLOUCH, Stanislaw (1873-1927) Poland, Copy-phot
WISTER, John Caspar (1857- ) USA, Phot
WITTFOGEL, Karl August (1896- ) USA, Phot (2 with Anderson, E.)
WITTMACK, Max Carl Ludwig (1839-1929) Germany, Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
WITTROCK, Veit Brecher (1899-1914) Sweden, Copy-phot
WODEHOUSE, Roger Philip (1889- ) USA, Copy-phot (cf. Vol. 1)*
WOLF, Frederick Taylor (1915- ) USA, Phot
WOLFE, John (1912-1939) So. Africa, Copy-phot
WOLFGANG, Jan (1775-1839) Poland, Copy-phot
WOLLE, Christian Jacob (1788-1865) USA, Copy-phot
WOLLE, Francis (1812-1893) USA, Copy-phot
WOLOSZCZAK, Eustachy (1833-1915) Poland, Copy-phot
WOMERSLEY, Hugh Brian Spencer (1922- ) Australia, Copy-phot (2-1 with Mrs. Womersley) (cf. Vol. 1)*
WOMERSLEY, John Spencer (1920- ) New Guinea, Phot (with Connell, J. H.)
WOOD, Harry (1889- ) USA, Phot
WOOD, John Medley (1827-1915) So. Africa, Copy-phot (4)
WOODS, Albert Fred (1866-1948) USA, Copy-phot
WOOLLEY, Donald Packard (1903- ) USA, Phot
WOROPAY, Olexa Ivanovich (1913- ) England, Phot
WORSDELL, W. C. (1867-ca. 1940) England, Phot (with Hubbard, C. E.)
WRIGHT, Charles (1811-1885) USA, Copy-phot (2) (cf. Vol. 1)*
WRIGHT, Charles Henry (1864-1941) England, Copy-phot
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WRIGHT, GEORGE E. (1922- ) Argentina, Phot
WRIGHT, JONATHAN WILLIAM (1916- ) USA, Phot
WULFEN, FRANZ XAVIER (1728-1805) Austria,
Copy-lith (2)
WURDACK, JOHN J. (1921- ) USA, Phot (4)
WYDELL, HEINRICH (1800-1883) Switzerland,
Copy-phot

YAMADA, YUKIO (1920- ) Japan, Copy-phot (2)
YATES, LORENZO GORDIN (1837-1909) USA,
Copy-phot
YOUNG, ROBERT ARMSTRONG (1876-1963) USA,
Phot (2)
YOUNGMAN, (Miss) B. J. (1928- ) England,
Copy-phot
YUNCKER, TRUMAN GEORGE (1891-1964) USA,
Phot, Copy-phot (2)

ZALEWSKI, EDMUND (1861-1931) Poland,
Copy-phot (2)

ZALEWSKI, ALEKSANDER (1854-1906) Poland,
Copy-phot
ZANARDINI, GIOVANNI (1804-1878) Italy,
Copy-phot
ZANEVIELD, JACQUES SIMON (1899- ) USA,
Copy-phot
ZAPAŁOWICZ, HUGO (1852-1917) Poland, Copy-phot
ZIELINSKI, QUENTIN (1919- ) USA, Phot
ZILLER, WOLF GUNTHER (1910- ) Canada, Phot
ZIMMERMAN, JAMES H. (1925- ) USA, Phot
ZIMMERMANN, MARTIN HULDRYCH (1926- )
USA, Phot
ZIPPEREN BAKKER, EDUARD MEINE VAN (1907- )
So. Africa, Phot
ZMUDA, ANTONI JOZEF (1888-1916) Poland,
Copy-phot
ZOUCHER, EDWARD (11th Baron of Harrington) (1556-1625) England, Copy-engr
ZWINGER (ZUINGER), THEODOR (1638-1724)
Switzerland, Copy-engr (2)